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ee The Spring’s The Thing that gives a Trampo- 
line its unique place in the world of exer- 
cise and entertainment. Around the edge of 

ro S the resilient “bouncing” surface. more than 
: . . 100 oil-tempered springs, carefully designed r ., and precisely manufactured by U.S. Steel, 

a —— . quietly go about their jobs of supplying the 
~ 7 ‘ “motive” power that enables a performer to 

« . 2 bounce and leap as high as 26 feet. 

OPPORTUNITIES 

WITH U.S. STEEL 

“ . . . If you’re thinking about what you’re 
Cuts Steel Like Butter! ‘This modern flame-cutting equipment, in use at U. S. Steel going to do after graduation . . . if 
Supply Division warehouses, can follow the most complicated patterns accurately and turn you're interested in a challenging, re- 
out finished shapes of steel exactly as wanted. Many fabricators of steel products buy their aa ‘iow: Witte P 
steel from U. S. Steel Supply, and have it cut to shape before it is delivered to them. warding postion wath a. progressive 

company .. . then it will pay you to 
look into the opportunities with 
United States Steel. Your placement 

(‘Beir ; director can give you more details, 
eee oe se) "ll be glad to send the in- eae / ed A 42-Foot Car-Bottom Furnace z uel “beatlet.Pethon? Ooms 

| me a heats big steel ingots like this formative booklet,,“Faths:of Oppor- ~ r or up_to forging temperature at tunity.” United States Steel Corpo- 
a mt Ba. \ 4 ee, US. Steel's Homestead Works. ration, 525 William Penn Place, 

i E ae ut proper heating involves a i 30, Péiins : ey . = Poet ee ot ae ay oles 2 Pittsburgh 30, Pennsylvania. 
7 : ence on the part of the men who om 
eee supervise the process. And U.S. Fa tilp. Sm ee Steel Forgings Division crafts. yRClunig 

us e Ry SS eee ee =—Ssmeen are second to none in ex- foe = me | 
q @ oe ey ie pertness at their various jobs. foe TON 

Se Ae Many of them learned their Ly wv’ 
OM. Pr: oa skill from fathers and grand- fa \ \ a P24 aa PF, fathers who held the same jobs f . \ | 
ee igre Te -  * before them. f | , | 

SEE Tur Unirep Srares Sree, Hour. It's a full-hour TV program presented every \ / | 
other week by United States Steel. Consult your local newspaper for time and station. \o Laps 3 iE knw 

U N | | E D S | A E S S E F L This trade-mark is your guide to quality steel 
For further information on any product mentioned in this advertisement, write United States Steel, 525 William Penn Place, Pittsburgh 30, Pa. 

AMERICAN BRIDGE . . AMERICAN STEEL & WIRE and CYCLONE FENCE . . COLUMBIA-GENEVA STEEL . . CONSOLIDATED WESTERN STEEL . . GERRARD STEEL STRAPPING . . NATIONAL TUBE 
OIL WELL SUPPLY . . TENNESSEE COAL & IRON . . UNITED STATES STEEL PRODUCTS . . UNITED STATES STEEL SUPPLY . . Divisions of UNITED STATES STEEL CORPORATION, PITTSBURGH 

UNITED STATES STEEL HOMES, INC. + UNION SUPPLY COMPANY + UNITED STATES STEEL EXPORT COMPANY - UNIVERSAL ATLAS CEMENT COMPANY 4-1094
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Ke dot represents a city or town where at creative thinking that means “more and better things 

least one of the 116 General Motors plants is for more people.” 

located. You'll find plenty of wide-open spaces at GM if you plenty pen sp y 
These 116 plants—representing GM’s 35 manufac- can measure up to the chance and the challenge we 

turing divisions—provide a wide range of places in offer. Why not start mapping it out in your mind? 

which you, as a young graduate engineer, might be Meanwhile, send for the booklet, “The College Grad- 

working. uate and General Motors,” which goes into further 

Each of these widely scattered plants offers the secu- detail concerning opportunities at GM. 

rity and prestige of the GM name. 

On top of that, each division has available to it the GM POSITIONS NOW AVAILABLE 

vast research facilities for which GM is famous. IN THESE FIELDS: 

In addition, we offer the scope of an organization MECHANICAL ENGINEERING 

which produces not only motorcars and their acces- ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING 

sories, but also jet engines, refrigerators, electronic METALLURGICAL ENGINEERING 

equipment, Diesel engines—just to name a few. INDUSTRIAL ENGINEERING 

And most important is GM’s deep-seated respect CHEMIGAL ENGINEERING 

for engineering and engineers—the recognition of 

GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION 
Personnel Staff, Detroit 2, Michigan 

OCTOBER, 1954 1



LOCKHEED MISSILE SYSTEMS DIVISION 

Lockheed Aircraft Corporation : Van Nuys, California 

An Invitation to 
Physicists and Engineers: 

Missile systems research and development is not 
confined to any one field of science or engineering. 
Broad interests and exceptional abilities are re- 
quired by the participants. Typical areas include 
systems analysis, electronics, aerodynamics, 
thermodynamics, computers, servomechanisms, 
propulsion, materials research, design and 
fabrication. 

Because of the increasing emphasis on the missile 
systems field, there is opportunity to share in 
technical advances which have broad application 
to science and industry. 

Those who can make a significant contribution to 
a group effort of utmost importance -- as wellas 
those who desire to associate themselves witha 
new creative undertaking -- are invited to contact 
our Research and Engineering Staff. 

E. R. Quesada 
Vice President and 
General Manager 
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an A MESSAGE TO 
La : x COLLEGE ENGINEERING 

—m6hmUN STUDENTS 
a”@~0ClUC«SN A from J. K. Hodnette, Vice-President and 

ae A 4 r General Manager, Apparatus Products, 

. > Bae a Westinghouse Electric Corporation 

 “ | ‘A od -_— 

. oe 

lo the young man with a vision of success 

Success means different things to different men. It can ambitions of its young engineers. On the contrary, 

mean professional recognition, or great achievement, nothing is more important . . « for our professional 

or exciting work, or many other things. Whatever its people are our biggest asset. 

special meaning to you—keep its image in your mind, Here at Westinghouse, intensive efforts are made to 

for you are already well on the way to achieving it! help our professional meri realize their individual goals 

If you are determined to become a research scientist, —through extensive training programs, study programs 

you can be. If you have a burning ambition to become leading to advanced degrees, leadership programs, and 

a sales engineer, you can be. If. you have your sights guidance in professional development. You are treated 

set on a top executive spot, you'll be there someday. as an individual at Westinghouse. 

One might think a large company like Westinghouse If you have the will, and are prepared, we can show 

would have more pressing things to think of than the you the way. G-10271 
[. 

For information on career opportunities . ” 
with Westinghouse, consult Placement “GK... i 

, Officer of your University, or send for A ] iJ 

YOU CAN BE SURE... IF ITS our 34-page book, Finding Your Place . | 
in Industry. Moe 

e Write: Mr. C. W. Mills, Regional i yo i} 
estin ouse Educational Co-ordinator, Westinghouse 4 

. Electric Corporation, Merchandise Mart | 

Plaza, Chicago 54, Illinois. a —_ | 
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Welded Steel Designs Cost Phe Student Engineer's Magazine 
Less Because: 

1. Steel is 3 times stronger than WISCONSIN ENGINEER gray iron. cones 
2. Steel is 2% times as rigid. — Qa — SSE 
3. Steel costs a third as much as iron. 

Ultimate savings are limited only by the 
ingenuity of the designer. 
IMPROVES APPEARANCE EDITORIAL STAFF BUSINESS STAFF 

SIMPLIFIES PRODUCTION Sones See meres CUTS COST KNEELAND Goprrey, JR., ¢’55 Carrout Ranps, m’55 

Associate Editor Assodate Business Mancigee 
> SSOC jusiness Y OUR success as a designer depends Gene Worscueck, m’55 g on your ability to keep costs down ROBERT Koun, m’55 on products you design. By properly . ‘ applying the principles of welded steel Assistant Editors 

construction, cost of manufacture can 7 2 a isi be reduced substantially because mace Jon BauMcaRrtneEr, ch 56 Local Advertising Manager 
rial costs are less, actual production is Rosert Henrtcrs, ch’56 James Cuerwinxa, ch’56 simpler. In addition, the product is 

> stronger, more rugged, has modern rs appearance! 
Story Editors National Advertising Mana is The sxamples show how one designer Don Epwarps, m’55 aone vermsing nager as applied the principles of welded steel 4 7 E E , to a machine base. The sturdy box-type Row Parxrson, ch’55 CLanENcE Rewer, 055 construction of the steel design elimi- Dick Wutrte, c55 nates weight because of steel’s greater 

a . strength and rigidity. Considerable ma- . Circulation Staff 
chining, cleaning and finishing of form- Copy Editor 55 er castings has been eliminated. More Bri Gresenz, ch’55 GrorcEe Knupsen, m’55, mgr. modern in appearance, nevertheless, the ° Joun Ranke, ch’56 steel design costs 15% less to produce. 

° 
Photographers 

Q Dave Dauterman, c’55 Sales Staff ssf) B . > > as Just Ricuarps, met’58 Barciay Gitprn, m’57 ee , - i alt: i Ce fla t= Coigical Art Editors Don Kuioserr, sla 

— straightening Bos Kasecuma, ¢’55 Epcar Riewe, 56 | machine. Re- , ; ae quired consider- Larry McCormick, ch’55 Jue Bercaver, ¢’55 A able machining, 
- cleaning and 

ef ee i: \ finishing prior 
a ae | t ting. 

ts — Board of Directors 
) | W. K. New, Chairman 

am J. A. Gace, Faculty Adviser 
i = 

dil 

cy MEMBER OF 
” Fig. 2— Welded De- st ENGINEERING COLLEGE MAGAZINES ASSOCIATED sign costs 15% less. oy 

> i Has improved ap- pS Chairman: Publishers’ Representative: 
DEH Tates «os Getter ’ i, . ProFessor Tuos. FARRELL, JR. LitreL-Murray-BaRnulLt, INc. 
show Le has great- ~~ State University of Iowa 101 Park Ave., New York , rigidity than in ie a Ci é 5 N. Michi ., Chica | original constrac: * 1) a lowa City, Iowa 605 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago 
son. nf. Any article herein may be reprinted provided due credit is given, except where 

| ES republication rights are expressly reserved by the author. 
Lan —————E —— 
ey Entered as second class matter September 26, 1910, at the Post Office at Madison, 

Wisconsin, under the Act of March 3, 1879. Acceptance for mailing at a special rate IDEAS FOR DESIGNERS of postage provided for in Section 1103, Act of Oct. 3, 1917, authorized Oct. 21, 1918. 
Latest data on designing machinery for ——— sma a 
welded steel construction is available to Published monthly from October to May inclusive by the Wisconsin Engineering engineering students in the form of bul- Journal Association, 331 Mechanical Engineering Building, Madison 6, Wisconsin. letins and handbooks. Write: 

Subscription Price 
THE LINCOLN ELECTRIC COMPANY Cleveland 17, Ohio $1.00 PER YEAR ‘ SINGLE COPY 25c¢ 

THE WORLD'S LARGEST MANUFACTURER OF 
ARC WELDING EQUIPMENT SSS See SS 
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FOUNDED 1896 

In This Issue cn 8 

ARTICLES 
Page 

UNIVERSE IN SPACE AND TIME. ........ 2.2... . . by B.D. P. Higgins ee’56 14 
features of our universe 

HUMAN ENGINEERING . . 2 2 1... we ee ee ee by Fritz Callies me’54 20 

simplifying our complex machine age 

ENGINEERING CORPS ROTC SUMMER CAMP ...... . . . . by Don Edwards me’55 22 

SIGNAL CORPS ROTC SUMMERCAMP ........... .. . . by Fritz Callies me’54 23 

FACTORY TESTING OF AUTOMOBILES .......... . . . by Ronald Kelm me’55 24 

THINK. ©) ee ee ee. by Thomas J. Lynch 26 

contest-winning essay 

IRON ORE FOR THE FUTURE... . 2... 1 2 1. 1... by Rod Simenz met’55 28 

tapping our taconite resources 

e 

DEPARTMENTS 

Page Page 

EDITORIAL... ...... 0... OD SCIENCE HIGHLIGHTS . Carl Burnard c'57 36 

ENGINE-EARS . . . . Ron Schroeder m’57 13 ALUMNI NOTES. . . . . Dick Paske e’56 38 

W.S.P.E.. . . . . . Jon Baumgartner ch’56 16 STATIC. 2. 2...) ee. 5B 

e 

THE COVER 

The increased productivity of our mechanized society cannot be denied. As propagators of this trend, the 

engineers have been loud and enthusiastic in their praise of the benefits of mechanization to all society. We 
see here a possible outcome of our enthusiasm. Should things turn out as the drawing depicts, engineers may 

be forced to revert to brainpower in place of the well-coordinated flip of the wrist involved in wielding a slide 
rule. Pray God not before I’m entrenched behind an impressive oak desk. 

Ken Carlson, ’56, is shown leisurely reading the Wisconsin Engineer while the robot does his homework. 
Photo by Dave Dauterman; Art by Bob Kaseguma. 
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| JRC WINDING SKILL OFFERS 
=r, ro | 
———— A =a 

REALISTIC SAVINGS TO INDUSTRY 

— BASIC TECHNIQUE-—-—— rr 

Wire element is uniformly and i ‘ A . 
q |. tightly wound on an insulated ea) °° another reason why engineers specify IRC Resistors 

core. Axial leads or other termi- | 

nations are secured to element = | + Savings in the initial cost and assembly of component 
by automatic machinery. Insu- 3 : : % ‘ 

lated housing may be used or | parts are an increasingly important factor to electronic 

omitted. | engineers. That’s why they depend upon IRC for their 
SPECIFIC EXAMPLES —_ resistor requirements. IRC’s mastery of winding wire 

ei Ty ' elements—dating back more than 25 years—today pro- 

Te Typa AW Wie Wocad Resins | vides a wide variety of unique units that offer realistic 

in Se _ possibilities for savings. 

| IRC Type BW Insulated Wire Wound Resistars. 

j 

{| 
ii INTERNATIONAL 

IRC 4-watt Insulated Power Wire Wounds R E S | S T A N C E C 0 

fee BEES ‘ 

IRC340. _PW7-7W 401 N. Broad St., Phila. 8, Pa. 
2000 10% j Whowwer the Circuit Says aw In Canada: International Resistance Co., Toronto, Licensee 

| IRC 7 and 10 watt Power Wire Wounds. | 
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Oy S=_—— We know—because, over a period of ee vl 

years, many of them have come with Square D, ee ay sade 

direct front these nine schools. The vast majority are _ Pra Tre 

still with us—growing and prospering in the 

constantly expanding electrical field. / 
Lies 

This year and every year we’ll be visiting these Pa | 

same nine schools—looking for additional electrical, ae ai | aa * “a b . 

mechanical, industrial and general engineering talent. oe Ny . aes a oad ‘ 

We'll interview hundreds of men to get a dozen. ' Cae 

The standards are high—the opportunities great. GEORGIA TECH 

Why not let us tell you more about Square D “oe eee 

and what we have to offer? ; a me 

j a eats aaa 

OHIO STATE 

on @e eee 
We'd like to send you a 12-page | Mo o. quare D Company, Dept. SA | 

““Get-Acquainted” brochure. It tells a lot about Square D, | 6060 Rivard Street, Detroit 11, Michigan I 

its products, services, markets and opportunities, | 14 like a copy of Square D's “Get-Acquainted”” brochure 

Lge 
= | eee 

ie oe. 4 _ . C ) Tap aA ao | 
[ hnieaue city Zone State 

ere a eer ees ree ee een eee em eee ee en ae 
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\ To those interested in advanced academic / 

\ study while associated with important research and / 
\ development in industry, Hughes offers 7 

‘Ss \ two separate practical programs: Y “ 
4 = 

~N =_ 
~ = 

oe ~~ — oo 

a — ~ 

| A program to assist outstanding | Eligible for these Fellowships are 
| individuals in studying for the | those who have completed one year 

Master of Science Degree while of graduate study in physics or 
HUGHES | employed in industry and making THE | engineering. Successful candidates 

contributions to important military must qualify for graduate standing 
| work. Open to students who will | at the California Institute of Tech- 

receive the B.S. degree in Electrical nology for study toward the degree 

COOPERATIVE | Engineering, Physics or Mechanical HOWARD | of Doctor of Philosophy or post- 
| | Engineering during the coming | doctoral work. Fellows may pursue 
| | year, and to members of the Armed | graduate research in the fields of 

Services honorably discharged and physics or engineering. During 
FELLOWSHIP | _ holding such B.S. degrees. HUGHES | summers they will work full time 

| Candidates must meet entrance | in the Hughes {Laboratories m 
requirements for advanced study acai with ee and engi- 

PROGRAM | at the University of California FELLOWSHIPS | neers in car Benes 
| at Los Angeles or the University | Each appointment is for twelve 

of Southern California. Participants months and provides a cash award 
| will work full time during the | of not less than $2,000, a salary of 

for | summer in the Hughes Laboratories in | not less than $2,500, and $1,500 for 
and 25 hours per week while pur- tuition and research expenses. A 

| suing a half-time schedule of 3 | suitable adjustment is made when 
Master of | graduate study at the university. Science | financial responsibilities of the Fel- 

. |. Salary is commensurate with the | low might other wise preclude par 
Science individual’s ability and experience. and sotine fom penta the Horhore 

| Tuition, admission fees and books E | SAT ome a 
Degrees for university attendance are pro- ngineerin a 

s | vided. Provision is made to assist in 8! '% | for moving and transportation 
| paying travel and moving expenses | expenses. 

| | from outside Southern California, | 
| 3 
| | | for the Howard Hughes Fellowships in 
{ | for the Hughes Cooperative Fellowship | Science and Engineering: Address all 

HOW TO APPLY Program: Address all correspondence HOW TO APPLY correspondence to the Howard Hughes 
i | to the Committee for Graduate Study | Kellowship Committee | 

eee ‘bl a Peale ait) WO rt Mee A ee et F 
be sae : eee ee Peet Renee vi <i wee. a. oo ae: 
a 5 i ede eines egaee Dee" Shes & aoe, ba j 40°49 £273 
emMNPRenAa Rs fee oe yee © of Pi = ih a f 
University of Southern California University of California at Los Anatles ee Se California Institute of Technology 

a ™~ 

7 N 
/ \ / HUGHES \ 

{ RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT | 

\ LABORATORIES / 

& Culver City, Los Angeles County, California 7 

N\ 7 
N Za 

~ a ~ Le 
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Donald W. Sundstrom received his B.S. degree in Chemical Engineering from | 2... 
Worcester Polytechnic Institute in 1953. He's currently studying for an M.S. degree .. ] 
and expects to receive it next year. Like other engineering students, he’s asking \ = oC 
a Ict ef searching questions before deciding on a permanent employer. i VX A 4 

| ‘i ’ A ¢ 2 
: \ y A a 

J R * . A ree wit tl Pie, id 

erry ivlsser ANSWeTS- Gerald J. Risser, B.S. Chem. Eng., Univ. of 
Wisconsin (1937), is now assistant man- 
ager of the Engineering Service Division 
in Du Pont's Engineering Department, Wil- 
mington, Delaware, 

] THINK I knowexactly what’s behind that question, from within the organization—on merit. 

Don, because the same thing crossed my mind My own field, development work, is a natural for 
when I first graduated and looked around for a job. a young graduate, because it’s one of the fundamental 
That was about seventeen years ago, when the branches of engineering at Du Pont. There are com- 
Du Pont Company was much smaller than it is to- plete new plants to design, novel equipment prob- 
day. And there’s a large factor in the answer, Don, lems to work on, new processes to pioneer—all sorts 

right there! The advancement and growth of any of interesting work for a man who can meet a chal- 
employee depends to a considerable degree on the lenge. Many of the problems will involve cost studies 
ad Vvancement and growth of his emplo yer. Promo- —some will require evaluation in a pilot plant—but, 
tion possibilities are bound to be good in an expand- in every case, they’Il provide the satisfactions which 
ing organization like Du Pont. come from working with people you like and respect. 

Right now, for example, construction is in prog- All in all, Don, your chances of advancement on 
ress or planned for three new plants. That means merit are mighty good at Du Pont! 
many new opportunities for promotion for young 
engineers. And, in my experience, I have found it is : 
a fundamental principle of Du Pont to promote 

Want to know more about working with Du Pont? 
Send for a free copy of “(Chemical Engineers at Du Pont,” 
a booklet that tells you about pioneering work being done 
in chemical engineering—in research, process develop- 
ment, production and sales. There’s a step-by-step outline 
of the leadership opportunities that confront a young 

Ree Us PAT Orr Du Pont engineer—how he can advance—and how he can 
obtain help from experienced members of the team. Write 

BETTER THINGS FOR BETTER LIVING to E. I. du Pont de Nemours & Co. (Inc.), 2521 Nemours 
...THROUGH CHEMISTRY Building, Wilmington, Delaware. 

WATCH “‘CAVALCADE OF AMERICA” ON TELEVISION 

OCTOBER, 1954 “9
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The building pictured above is the center of a heated controversy. This 

battle was not based on the radical concrete arch construction of the building, 
_ but rather on the proposed location. 

The Board of Regents, acting on the recommendation of University vice- 
president, A. W. Peterson, and Regent Oscar Rennebohm, has approved con- 

tracts totaling $1,357,049 on the $1,500,000 building. The Board’s action was 

carried out in the face of possible State Supreme Court proceedings. An appeal 

| has been scheduled following several veterans’ organizations protests to the 
| proposed site in the Camp Randall area. The area has been set aside as a 

memorial to the Civil War men who trained on this spot, now almost entirely 
covered with University buildings. The veterans’ groups are contending that the 
building will reduce the Memorial area to a small section, hardly representative 

of the size such a memorial should have. 

The 190 ft. by 400 ft. structure will be financed by $900,000 from the athletic 
fund and a $600,000 ten year loan to be paid from athletic receipts. 

* The reinforced concrete structure can be built in an estimated 500 days. 
The required construction time for a similar structure made of steel beams is 

730 days. 

The final contract award is pending the approval of Governor Walter Kohler 

and the state engineer. 
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d t | 

lo the freshman 

This time each fall—the beginning of the school term—is a good time for you 

engineering students to make your resolutions for the year. The conscientious 

student will resolve (whether consciously or not) to turn his assignments in on 

time and to take an interest in each of his courses. 

Promptness impresses the teacher—makes it evident to him that the student 

is capable and deserving of a good grade. Taking an interest in a course makes 

it much easier to retain the information one must learn, and also makes easier 

the task (task for some students) of staying awake in class. 

If you have trouble studying in your room because of the distractions, there 

are many good places to go where there is no noise. The MHA, Ag Hall, and 

University libraries are each open till 10:00 P. M. and in most other class build- 

ings there are libraries which are open all day. 

Any freshman who wonders if he should change classes, or his major subject, 

can feel free to stop in and see Professor Shiels or Miss O’Keefe at the Freshman | 

Adviser’s office in T-23. Many students each year see their advisers to get help 

in many types of problems. 

These suggestions will prove valuable to you freshmen if you make use of 

them. You'll find your courses less time consuming and actually easier if you 

follow them. | 

K. A. G. : 

OCTOBER, 1954 ll
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@ College Engineering groups—large or small—are Too, you can sit in a bucket seat and actually put 
invited to visit the Allison Powerama in Indianap- a General Patton tank through its paces on a giant- 
olis, Indiana. sized turntable. 

What is it? The PoweRAma is a permanent ex- There are dozens of moving and “talking” dis- 
hibit which dramatically presents the story of pio- plays . . . displays like the working model of a 
neering and progress in power. portion of the Allison bearing plant—the world’s 

You can spend hours in the big display room and only fully automatic steel-backed bronze bearing 
enjoy every minute of it. For instance .. . foundry. 

You'll see a model test stand where a miniature These few highlights give you an idea of the scope 
turbo-prop engine and Aeroproducts propeller are of the PowERAMA. Class groups or technical so- 
put through simulated tests. cieties especially are invited to schedule a visit to 

Or, you can push a lever and start a model jet the PowerRAMA. Requests should be made in writing 
si plane on its flight and see how much fuel is required to: PoweRAMA, Allison Division, General Motors 

for take-off and flight. Corporation, Indianapolis 6, Indiana. 

ey A De 

TF, C7e DIVISION, GENERAL MOTORS CORPORATION, Indianapolis, Ind. 

_ Design, development and production—high power TURBINE ENGINES, PROPELLERS and ACTUATORS for modern : 
Lt aircraft... heavy duty TORQMATIC DRIVES for Ordnance and Commercial vehicles . . . DIESEL LOCOMOTIVE 
oe PARTS . . . PRECISION BEARINGS for gasoline and Diesel engines and special application. 
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Sclhnoedlen i C. mowdlen 5 

by Ron Schroeder m’57 

A.S.M.E. and the new Oak Creek Power by F. T. Matthias, former “Tran- 
The annual fall meeting of the Plant. The field trips will prove to __ sit” Editor: 

American Society of Mechanical be Hemme ae interesting Based on the broad objective of i . * . . * s * oa Ser a jective in- 
Engineers will be held in Milwau- — SPC¢ the work of these industries creasing the efficacy of the civil en- 
kee, Wisconsin September 8-10, 18 so. diversified as to hold the gineering profession as an instrument 
1954. The home of the Braves will attention of all. of social betterment, Chi Epsilon was 

become the home of the A.S.M.E. More complete details will be organized . Nee ere ha chatae- 
members during convention week. made available to all student Genel fcadawsened ea he en sssfal 
The Milwaukee Section will cele- members at a later date, so keep pursuit of an engineering career: and 

i brate its 50th Anniversary at this the fall meeting in mind and plan to aid in the development of those 
time and is extending an invita- to attend. characteristics in the undergraduate 

tion to all student members of the a Engineering, the application 
A.S.M.E. to make it a momentous * cece scientific principles to the 
event practical needs of society, is assuming 

even, ATTENTION CIVIL ENGINEERS a constantly increasing responsibility 

Convention headquarters will Gia Epsilow as your Hational calling for a high order of proficiency 
be located at the Hotel Schroeder Ps . x s ii from those who plan and administer 

ith “ va. , honor fraternity founded on the engineering works. This responsibility | 

wath registration and __ technical belief that “a mark of distinction can be adequately discharged only by | 
sessions being held there. should be placed upon the under- a professional group possessed of good 

Aside from the business meeting graduate who has upheld the basic technical ability and of igh 
ae . . . . moral character, capable of satisfac- 

and individual sessions which will honor of the department by high tory social relationships with varicty 
be held, a program of entertain- scholastic”! achievement. It was of individual types and with organiza- 
ment and special events has been founded in the spring of 1922 tions, and with the desire and vision 
planned to assure everyone an en- with 22 charter members at the to realize the extent of the social 

joyable time. The first social event University of Illinois. Since that changes brought about by the projects 

“, 5 cat S oad » . aay 5 under its control. To contribute to the 
Gay Nineties’ Monte Carlo” eve- time it has become a truly national improvement of the engineering pro- 

ning will be held at the E.S.M Civil Engineering Honor Frater- fession, Chi Epsilon fosters the devel- 

Building on September 7, and nity, with nearly 10,000 members opment and exercise of fundamentally 
“Gemiitlichkeit” at Blatz Brew- and 47 chapters from California to sound traits of character and technical 

ery on September 8. Thursday’s Texas to Massachusetts and, of alal® amoae a i =e 7a 
oe ege . . . # x a a gher standart 0) 

activities will be highlighted by a course, our chapter here at Wis- service vafferel "to: humanity. by the 

banquet at the Hotel Schroeder — consin. profession. 

with Mr. Melvin J. Evans as guest To be eligible for membership 

speaker. As a registered profes- in Chi Epsilon a civil engineering “The Transit of Chi Epsilon” is 

sional engineer and a consultant to student must have completed at — the official publication of the fra- 
industry he will be well qualified — joact one-half of the required work  ternity. It is published — semi- 

to give us some pertinent facts on for his Bachelor’s degree and have annually in spring and fall by Le- 
problems of people in industry. at least an average grade in schol- land Publishers, Inc. of St. Paul. 

Several industries will play host — arship in the highest one-third of | Through the magazine the frater- 

to the members of the A.S.M.E. _ the class. nity performs many services to its 
with arrangements being com- Chi Epsilon has the following ee (One of major aie a 

pleted for field trips to the Kear- objectives and purposes as written students: 4s it Summary’ of civ 
ney & Trecker Corp., Allis Chal- = — engineering graduate __ scholar- 

mers Mfg. Co., Chain Belt Co. the Tate te ereamle ot the (Constitution: (ot (Continued on page 46) 
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by R. D. P. Higgins e’56 

The subject of cosmology is the study of our Uni- Modern cosmology had its beginnings with the ob- 
verse’s general features, its extension in space and its servation of the Doppler effect, which is the shift 
duration in time; its theories utilize evidence from such toward the red end of the spectrum in the light that 
things as the decay of atoms, the metabolism of stars reaches us from the distant galaxies and indicates that 

and the flight of galaxies to describe the structure of — these galaxies are fleeing from us at a rate that is pro- 

the Universe. With the utilization of the 200-inch tele- portional to their distances from us. The discovery of 
scope on Mount Palomar, man today can look over the red shift has had many important consequences, 
two billion light years into space and see, spread more and it has profoundly changed man’s thinking about 
or less uniformly through that vast volume, nearly a the cosmos. One of the chief changes was the introduc- 
billion galaxies. tion of the concept of an expanding Universe—an idea 

It is of intrinsic interest to realize that man is not that not only finds support in the red shift, but also in 

only looking far into distance but also far back into ©@ssical Newtonian mechanics. The system must either 
time. As you view the photograph of the great Andro- contract, because of the gravitational forces between 

meda Nebula, which galaxy, incidently, corresponds in the galaxies, or expand as the result of some dispersing 
quite physical similarity to the giant galaxy of which force overcoming the attraction; and therefore cannot 
the Sun is a part, you are viewing that group of stars be expected to remain static. 

as it appeared about two million years ago, for it has From the observed red shift it has been calculated 

taken this time for its light to reach us here on Earth. that the galaxies are withdrawing from one another | 
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with a kinetic energy which is about 50 times as great _ trons, and radiation, as represented by light quanta, it 
as the potential energy of gravitational attraction be- is recalled that radiant energy has mass, which is cal- 
tween them. It thus is inferred that the present expan- culated according to Einstein’s basic law by dividing 
sion of the Universe will never stop. Also, from the the quantity of energy by the velocity of light squared. 
observed recession velocity and the distances between In the Universe as we know it today, matter every- 
the galaxies, just how long ago the expansion began where is more massive than radiation, but that need 
from the original compressed state of the Universe has not have always been the case. It has been theorized 
been calculated. This estimate is in the neighborhood _ that in the early stages of the Universe’s evolution, the | 
of five billion years ago, which is in accord with the mass density of radiation must have exceeded that of 
estimates of geologists and astrophysicists who calcu- ordinary matter. During this period when matter had | 
lated independently from the decay of radioactive ma- played only a secondary role in the infinite ocean of 
terials in the earth and from the rate of burning of thermal radiation, the particles, so to speak, were “dis- 
nuclear fuel by the stars. solved” in the thermal radiation much as molecules of 

After the great success of Einstein's general theory of salt are dissolved in water. As soon as matter surpassed 
relativity in predicting the deflexion of light rays by radiation in mass density, the forces of gravity acting 

the gravitational field around the sun, Einstein pro- between the particles must: have caused a growing in- 

ceeded to apply the theory to the Universe as a whole. homogeneity of the matter in space, a the Aoreiation 
The essential point of Einstein’s general theory is the of giant gaseous clouds. From these protogalaxies the introduction of the notion of curved space, and the galaxies of today must have developed, quite a bit later, 
identification of the effect of gravitational forces with by the condensation of gas into individual stars. More 

the change of free motion of material bodies in a curved than fifty years ago the English ustronorries Jones J Sane non-Euclidean space. Remembering that there are two showed that the size of the clouds into which a gas of 
, possible types of curvature for a curved surface: posi- particles will be collected by gravitational forces can 
| tive and negative, where positive curvature turns in- be calculated from the density and the temperature of 

ward like the surface of a ball, and negative curvature, the spread-out gas. On the basis of these calculations it which turns outward like a western saddle. In prin- has been inferred that the primordial gas clouds must 
ciple it should have been possible to verify observa- have been 40,000 light years across, and each cloud 

tionally whether the space in our Universe is curved must have had a total mass approximately 200 million 
either way. If, for example, by counting the galaxies times that of our sun. 
within volumes of space of successively greater radii By the general expansion process, the protogalaxies 
from us, the count increases more slowly or more rap- were pulled apart with their material later condensing 
idly than the cube of the distance, a positive or a nega- into billions of stars, probably by repetition on a much 
tive curvature would be indicated. During the past smaller scale of Jean’s accretion process. Later, the 
several decades, counts of this type were carried out planets were formed, and as the result of nuclear re- 
at the Mount Wilson and Palomar Observatories, but actions taking place in the interiors of the stars, the 
with rather indefinite results. The difficulty is due to Universe again became brightly illuminated. 
the fact that we can expect to find noticeable curvature . . : , 2 
effects only at very great distances, and reliable dis- Naturally at this point, the question arises: that if 
tance estimates for galaxies so far away cannot be made OUT Universe started from an extremely compressed 
because the only way distances can be judged is by the concentration of matter and radiation, how did it get 

faintness of the galaxy’s light. Remembering that we this way, and what caused it to expand? Well, by con- 
are also looking far back into time, it is a reasonable sidering in reverse the aperation of those same rela- assumption that the intrinsic brightness of galaxies may tivistic formulae that the theorists have used to describe 
change with time. Consequently it cannot be assured the expansion process, it is inferred that the Universe 

that a distant galaxy which is fainter than another is ™ust have then condensed with just as great a speed 

farther away. It may instead be at a different stage of it is now expanding! 
evolution. It thus must be concluded that until about five billion 

Present dynamic equations relating to the concept years ago, our Universe had existed for an eternity of 

of an expanding Universe connect its curvature with time and was collapsing uniformly from a state of in- 
two directly observable quantities: the mean density finite rarefaction; that five billion years ago it arrived 

of matter, and the rate of expansion. With the observed at a state of maximum compression, and that now the 
value of these two quantities, the curvature of our Uni- | Universe is rebounding toward a state of infinite rare- 

verse has been calculated to be negative, so that space _ faction. 

is open and infinitely bending in the way a western Perhaps someday man may fully know and compre- 
saddle does, with a radius of curvature that comes out hend the role that our Universe does play in Time and 

as five billion light years. in Space; that there should be no connection at all be- 
Considering the relationship between matter, repre- tween what one might call the subnucleonic world and 

sented by such particles as electrons, neutrons and pro- the larger universe seems scarcely credible. END 
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SOCIETY OF j 

PROFESSIONAL 
FINAL MEMBERSHIP REPORT FOR YEAR 

' 
ENGINEERS July 1, 1953—-June 30, 1954 | 

The score for the year is as follows: 

New New Percent 

Members & Members Chapter Increase 

, Affiliates 7/1/53 to Totals 7/1/53 to 

SECRETARY'S OFFICE Chapter as of 7/1/53 Quota 6/30/54 %Quota 6/30/54 6/30/54 
2318 Rowley Ave. AN! scocecnnanore soe am meeaeE Io 55 10 14 140% 63 14 % 

Madison 5, Wisconsin WY acctes sticwees ee 864 15 14 93% 52 27 % 

E. C. Wacner, Secretary FRV  cecas os cooumes oo ULF 41 34 83% 150 28 % 

SW oo. eee eee eee ee. 199 53 39 TAL 229 15 % 

PUBLICATION COMMITTEE Mi? saccaa oon scrmwwan van 342 141 81 58% All 21 % 

Joun R. Frepenick, Chairman, a wees or ul i ae ie 1G ; 

122 W. Washington Ave., Madtion, Wis, gg ag 32 8 5% 5 OB { 
J. kK. Priaiat, Manitowoc __ __ 

R. J. Menpennaui, Milwaukee Bai a anes mas Be 

Lester SrockNer, Madison 914 Sat) aut 61% 1082 18.3% 

J. H. Kuranz, Waukesha , . 
Wii, ROsENANZ, Chippewa Falls year’s efforts are considered very est of many engineers. In some 

Jesse Houpersy, Rhinelander satisfactory. cases the final push to get a mem- 

1D. W. Grunprrz, La Crosse NSPE increased from 30,597 to ber signed up was someone other 

W.S.P.E. OFFICERS 33,010 between 7/1/53 to (6/1/54 than the man listed as the sponsor. 

a Bx Biedidiend or 7.9% according to a preliminary —_[n general though we believe that 
sKORGE FP, OTEINMETZ, Fresiden rhacl 

renee C. ELLs pasta check. The WSPE total as of June the record of the sponsors is the Pierce G, Eviis, Past President 30 1.082 th é gai 

Owen Ayres, Ist Vice President 2 was ivo= or the net gain was measure of the activity of the 
Anruur G. Beninc, 2nd Vice President 168, which is an increase of 18.3% member regarding membership. 

E.pon C. WAGNER, Secretary in approximately the same period. Following | f ; 
W. S. Corrincuam, Treasurer As of 12/31/53 WSPE was 10th in ollowing, are the top’ tive spon- 
James Bastpenny, Director the nation. The figures for 6/30/54 sors for the year: 
Ray FE. Benrens, Director . . . 

Wel F! BAUSIEAEINER, Director should show some improvement Lyle Kingston, Green 

Axtuony L. Genisor, Director there since our percentage increase Bay ............. 14 New Members 

Herpert O. Lorn, Director was approximately 11% over the Rudy Gocht, Racine. 13 New Members 

NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVES mations) BySraue: Oe dae Of the 214, 184 are members waukee .......... 12 New Members 

ee J. Kauevang and 30 avecatiliates. hoe he Neenah 12 New Members 

AROLD RESTER ames oO son, a 

The 140% of the quota for the ee = : no 9 New Members 

————————————___ Western Chapter was a pleasant 
. surprise even to the officers of that Lyle Kingston started out strong 

Membership Report Chapter who believed that the . mm c anapre 1 ‘ . and stayed in the lead all year. I 
A x skate ae . ax: as reached a year ago. ‘ * Although the state as a whole maximum was reached a year ago believe that 14 is the largest num- 

didn’t reach the quota, due mainly Jim Johnson has been chapter . 
| : 2 : : : _. ber any member ever brought into 

to insufficient personal contacts, membership chairman for several WSPE i WI iw 

| we did break through 1,000 which — years and his effective work is m weil year, fe and’ Wayne 

| puts Wisconsin in a new classifica- largely responsible for 71% of the Bryan together accounted for a 

tion in the NSPE line up and we Professional Engineers in the area large part of the FRV increase of 

| did beat Minnesota better than 2. now being members of WSPE. 28% which was the best percentage 

to 1! Last fall when President No other chapter is even close to in the state. The largest number 

Winn Hinderman got the idea to that percentage! increase is 81 by the Milwaukee 

challenge us, Minnesota was ahead The results are due to the sin- chapter. 

of us. Altogether the results of the cere efforts and professional inter- (Continued on page 18) 
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Meet the President 

| 
a os (i. 

od a as 

GEORGE P. STEINMETZ 

State President 

Mr. George P. Steinmetz, presi- Prior to the war, Mr. Steinmetz Mr. Steinmetz studied at the Uni- 
dent of our state society for the was a consultant for T.V.A. power versity of Wisconsin, majoring in 
coming year, has been employed contracts and the valuation of and hydraulics and water power engi- 

by the Public Service Commission allocation of costs for the Wilson neering and graduated with a B.S. 
of Wisconsin and its predecessor, Dam. Later he acted as consultant degree in civil engineering. In 
the Railroad Commission, from for the National Security Resources 1952, the University awarded him 
1923 to date except for military Board and for the West German a citation for “distinguished engi- 

leave of absence in World War II Military Government on decarteli- neering services to the state and to 
and shorter leaves for governmen- zation of German utilities and the the nation.” 

tal consulting work. During World establishment of regulatory com- Mr. Steinmetz has been active 

War II he served as a Major and missions. He was recently ap- as a member and officer of numer- 

later a Lieutenant Colonel in the pointed to a six year term as com- ous professional and civic organi- 

Corps of Engineers and in the missioner on the Public Service zations, including A.S.C.E., Con- 

office of the Chief of Engineers in Commission of Wisconsin. ference of Utility Commission En- 
Washington, D.C. He was awarded Born on April 2, 1896 near La gineers, and Chi Epsilon as an hon- 

the Army Commendation Ribbon Farge, Wisconsin, he attended La orary member. For recreation, he 

for his work in reviewing and re- Farge High School and soon after enjoys golf, bowling, and hunting. 

negotiating large utilities contracts graduation enlisted in the Army. In 1931 he and Helen Carlson 

for the Army and Navy with ap- He held the rank of Sergeant in were wed. Their two children, 

proximately four hundred utilities the American Expeditionary Forces — George Jr. and Nancy, now attend 
in the United States. at the time of his discharge in 1919. the University of Wisconsin. 
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W.S.P.E. PLAN OF W.S.P.E. MEMBERSHIP CAMPAIGN 
(Continued from page 16) July 1, 1954—July 1, 1955 

It is apparent that we do have a Estimated P.E.’s & 

fair share of our society members E-I-T’s Not Members 
who are interested enough in its orAlilliates ~ 

. o 7/1/54-7/1/55 Membership Quota 7/1/54-7/1/55 
growth to help out in this impor- Chapter P.E’s E--T’s 7/1/54. Members & Affiliates 
tant activity. We feel that a great 4. River Valley ....... 975 150 50 
deal of work was done by. still Milwaukee ............ 1,600 All 165 

others; the results of which have — Northwest ............. 60 53 15 
NOEShOWN WT VEE, Southeast .............. 260 900 72 30 

Southwest ............. 825 229 65 

WeSCERD, weer ose sisreienn acs one # 20 63 20 
And Now for Next Wisconsin Valley ....... 60 52. 15 

Year... Out of State ........... 800 100 52 0 

1. Prospects. A review of the Total. oscseswce ae» 3,400 1,000 1,082 360 
files indicates that more engineers 

were registered and more E-I-T’s _ oO 

were certified by the State between dropped registration. Use 1951, and/or material sent to him, date 

July 1, 1953 and July 1, 1954 than 1952 and 1953 reports for E-I-T’s of personal call and results. Note 
were added to the membership certified those years since they are reason for refusal, if known. Keep 
rolls of WSPE during that period __ listed only one year. non-joiner cards in active file and 

so that the potential is now greater 4, Promotional Material and deeper plowing in this field by 
than at this time a year ago. Also | Membership Blanks will be sent to _ later committees in many cases will 

considering the new registrations each chapter chairman as required. yield results not possible this year. 

that can be expected before July 1, © We have about 1,000 copies of | Date card of new member and 
1955, we will have well over 3300 “One Look” to start on, also some __ transfer to WSPE file. 

P.E.’s and over 1000 E-L-T’s quali- | NSPE material. The new chapter 7. Forward Filled-In Applica- 
fied for membership in WSPE. chairman should read over the ma- tion Blank. The blank properly 

2. Quotas. The gross gain last terial passed on to him. Have the signed by applicant and chapter 
year was 214, practically all of it important facts in mind. Every — committee chairman or worker to- 
in the last six months. We should — committee member should know gether with the appropriate fee 
improve substantially on that score the amount of dues and how they should be sent directly to WSPE 
this year. are prorated quarterly. Secretary Eldon C. Wagner, 2318 

The new member in each case 5. Assignment of Membership Rowley Avenue, Madison 5, Wis- 

will be credited to the chapter in Cards. The chapter membership consin, who will bring it up for 

which the sponsor resides or the committee should thoroughly re- board action at the next meeting 
quota is for the number of spon- view all of the cards and assign of the WSPE Board of Directors. 
sors. All P.E.'s_ registered and directly to the chapter member Our main objective this year— 
E-I-T’s certified in Wisconsin—re- three or four prospects ideally situ- “Beat Last Year!” Lots of luck. 
siding anywhere in Wisconsin as ated to deal with them. Each mem- 
well as out of state are anybody’s bership committee man calls on as 

game. many as possible of the remaining Publicity Material for 

3. Use Last Year’s Working File engineers who appear to be “avail- 
of All P.E.’s and E-I-T’s. Suggest — able”. We found out last year that YOUR Chapter 

that the incumbent and new chair- some engineers and E-I-T’s are One of the most important tech- 
man go over the file together and waiting only to be invited to join. niques in good public relations at 
eliminate the names that are defi- Let's not disappoint them. If a per- the community level is achieving 
nitely impossible and mark the bet- sonal call cannot be made, using favorable notice in the local press. 
ter prospects for early action. the phone is often better than a | Most NSPE affiliates have suc- 
Wherever possible add the place letter or the usual mailers. ceeded in this on a once-a-year 
of employment to the information 6. Fill Out Prospect Cards to In- _basis,—namely, during National En- 
already on the card. Several chap- dicate Action Taken. Follow up in gineers’ Week. But to be really 
ter chairmen have indicated that — cases where appropriate. Follow effective, a chapter should strive to 
the place of employment is very up is most important this year. The — "egularly place favorable and pres- 

helpful in their solicitation. Use the average number of contacts to sign _—tige_ building articles in the press 
July 31, 1953 Wisconsin Registra- | up a new member is 4. Many have on a year-round basis. 

tion Board Report to check and de- been visited only once—many not Today professional engineering 

lete cards of engineers who have at all. Note on card date of letter leaders are voicing no little con- 
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cern over the quantity and quality _ ing this information, I will attempt, Your response to this inquiry to 
of mathematics instruction in our among other things, to act as a determine the extent of your in- 
public high schools. Deans of engi- clearing house and information terest is in no way binding upon 
neering schools are continually de- center to the extent that this will you, but will be helpful in arriving 
claring that students are coming be helpful to all chapters. at a final decision for financing the 
into college with only the most BR. CG. Sime: project. 

elementary foundation in algebra, . . . 
. : . Public Relations Chairman 

geometry and trigonometry. Obvi- Engineers Week 

ously this situation has the most . . 
serious import since we are now DID YOU ANSWER? inane - here and 50 1s the 
turning out only about half as F at: plonse snail fils nolice end ee ee any bid rae M 

many engineers each year as Rus- " respond immediately. ane oe s nee a te a we 
sia. The situation is such that re- organized National Engineers 
gardless of any attempts at pub- Dear Fellow Member: Week for February 20 to 26, 1955. 

licity, every professional engineer- Your opinion is needed on an These dates may seem a long way 
ing society ought to have an active _ important decision facing your na- off right BOW. But as the months 
interest in the amount and kind of tional society! apeon by an Week oa be a 

5 cnfanin nity, us almost before we realize it. 
Tueh cehool scleiice Saul, mats et The Board of Directors has This is the month to make sure 
struction; authorized the construction of a your chapter has an Engineers’ 
When you have your next meet- _ building to serve as the Headquar- Week Committee Chairman aiid a 

ing, even if it is only a get-together _ ters of the National Society of Pro- functioning committee behind him. 

type, have the chapter president fessional Engineers. This building This is the month when plans can 
take up the subject. Have him will be a three-story structure — po made for projects which de- 
recommend the appointment of a located at 2029 K Street, N. W., mand lots of “spadework,” well in 
committee to look into ways of | Washington, D. C. The estimated advance. This is the month to be- 

stimulating more interest in math cost, including furnishings, is gin choosing and planning the 

in the local schools. It is enough $300,000. Your professional build- activities that your chapter will 

merely to say something that indi- _ ing in the nation’s capital will bea gig at the local or community 
cates that your chapter will defi- dignified headquarters reflecting level. Chapters that pitch in HOw 
nitely consider whether or not the present stature and potential ang get things rolling will most 
something should be done in the — growth of the National Society. likely be chapters that will wind 

near future. The land has been acquired and up February 26 with a good, well 
As you know, the principal pur- the preliminary drawings for the organized “Week” to look back on. 

pose of our public relations activi- building have been completed. One of the things every chapter 
ties is to develop “effective public Construction drawings are now in should start working on this month 
relations between professional en- progress and we expect soon to be __ is a Speakers’ Bureau. This is sim- 

gineers and the public.” We have __ ready to enter into the construction ply a selected group of member 
made and are making progress in contract. P.E.’s who can give talks on some 

this direction, but much remains Preliminary discussions indicate phases of professional engineering 

to be done, not only to establish a that private financing may be avail- ° Sa civics _ church, fra 
satisfactory going level, but also to able to the Society at an interest aba, ad other scaemasiitly or- 
maintain this position after it is rate of 414% per annum. As an ganizations. These talks can be one 

reached. alternative to this plan, since many of the most effective public Felt 

With the thought that the public | members have indicated that they  #ons techniques for promoting Na- 
relations program of one chapter, — feel the entire membership would tional Engineers’ Week at the 
or some of its facets, together with like an opportunity to participate chapter level. . . 

the publicity springing therefrom, in the financing of the Society's _iBy contacting these Organiza 
may be of help to another chapter, headquarters, we are seeking to "ns now your chapter cane! eatly 
I would be very interested in re- determine the extent of your inter- — Tease the probability, of getting 
ceiving a copy of your planned pro- _ est in securities bearing an interest — seheduled for oe 
gram as soon as possible, together rate of 4% per annum. The differ- in 7 be . eld SOA ae 

with any supplementary informa- ence in rates of interest between WES 9 Hebanety a to 26. Ma = 
tion as to specific assignments of private financing and membership — SW© ‘all. the a pave ia 
responsibilities to the various mem- subscription is necessary because "PICs picked out well. tn ad vance 

bers. I should also like to receive of the high cost of mailing fees, and that they have furnished coples 
such evidence of public relations registration fees, legal fees, etc., of their talks to your publicity 
results including copies of all pub- involved in floating a loan through chairman. 
licitv articles, pictures, etc. Hav- the Society members. (Continued on page 54) 
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Auman §& UGLULCUG 
by Fritz Callies me’54 

The past several years have seen a new engineering the driver the utmost in comfort and safety. And yet 

specialty come into its own—HUMAN ENGINEER- | there still remain many small irritations and hazards 

ING, the science of adapting the machine to fit the which could easily be corrected. On many cars it is 

habits and abilities of the people who must use it, in- only too easy to neglect to release the emergency brake 

stead of forcing the operator to conform to a machine’s and drive off with it partially set. Bright sunlight glint- 

shortsighted design. ing off fancy chrome on top of the dash can be dis- 

Human engineering got its first real boost during tracting, to say the least. And pushing in the light 

World War II, when the armed forces found that the switch instead of the cigarette lighter might well be 

mechanical gadgets of modern warfare had become so disastrous on & dark road. Consider this last point, for 

complicated that most soldiers, sailors and airmen had example. Since the knobs on an automobile dashboard 

difficulty operating them. There was no time to train “7° operated by the fingers, which contain our most 
armies of superexperts. The machines had to be re- sensitive “touch” nerves, it would sccm logical to use 

designed so that men of average education could make our sense of touch to find the right knob while we keep 

sense out of the maze of dials, gages, knobs, and levers = eyes on the road. Yet the knobs in most cars today 
that sprouted like weeds on the equipment. are difficult to distinguish by touch. Most of them are 

identical; they look more attractive that way. Human 
It was a job that the aeronautics expert, the electron- engineers at the Wright-Patterson Air Force Base have 

ics adviser, and the mechanical engineer couldn’t do found, moreover, that the average person cannot tell 

alone. Although skilled in their own specialties, they iyo knobs apart by their position unless they are at 

could not predict how nonexperts would react, espe- Jeast six inches from each other. The best solution, 

cially in the excitement of battle. There were embar- therefore, is to make it possible for the fingers to dis- 

rassing incidents like the one involving some Navy tinguish between the knobs by changing the shape and 
radar equipment which no one could operate prop- ive of the knobs. . 

erly—until somebody discovered that a left-handed engi- . . . 
née had designed the controls backwards. Human engineers already have applied this method 

= ; _ in redesigning aircraft controls. A pilot is surrounded 
The armed forces finally appealed to the academic by hundreds of buttons, knobs, levers, switches, and 

laboratories, where for years the experimental psycholo- — granks—each demanding his attention. During a takeoff 

gists, anthropologists, and physiologists had been com- 6 Janding, his hands move about his cockpit as rapidly 

piling information about people. These scientists put 2. those of Liberace playing the Twelfth Street Rag, 

to use their knowledge of people's habits, instincts, and One wrong move can result tyr a crash, yet most of the 

abilities to help win the war—as “human engineers.” time he must use his eyes to guide his hands to the 

After the war, human engineering began to show its right control. It’s no wonder, then, that 60 per cent of 

worth in civilian life. The field of automotive design the air accidents investigated by the Air Force are 

was full of possibilities. Automatic transmissions, power blamed on pilot’s errors. And most of those errors are 
steering and braking, puncture-proof tires, and im- simply those of doing the right thing to the wrong con- 

proved visibility were embodied in the new cars to give _ trol—or the wrong thing to the right control. 

= 3 on a 

Johns Hopkins’ experts suggest redesigning numbers, as above, for better readability. 
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To help the pilot “see” the controls with his hands, ee 2a a ae 

engineers tested dozens of different control shapes and Cr a aa 
sizes. They tried to find shapes that couldn’t be con- Peg Pal a 4 tg oe 
fused with others near them. Star shapes and crosses, bos ee ae bo ae cae ad “ 

for example, can’t be used together, for the average oS AD y ok 4 re y ee 
person finds them too similar. And most people can’t i ae. : a oe 

distinguish between two different-sized knobs unless | <a ame. oe 
one is at least a fourth larger than the other. oy ee oe Cree ae 

The engineers have adopted eleven basic shapes for oe a0 ' eee Pl ort. 8 Fey 

the controls in military aircraft. The newest F-86 Sabre Lo — es PN ww fee 

jet has a landing-gear lever topped with a wheel-like oa eo wen oc! 
knob. The landing-flap control is shaped like a cross oe 
section of the plane’s wing. Moreover, both controls are seep emcee ere 

placed in convenient positions. The human engineers at a ae 6 ee ae ae eas 
Wright-Patterson’s Aero Medical Laboratory are par- a es fi ae ee 

ticularly proud of reports from the Air Force that the ee ge. Dog eee Co 
changes appear to have eliminated accidents caused by oe . J on a “ee pe 

confusion between these controls. ey . oS Nan A y a E 

Studies of commercial drivers by the Harvard School Pees : Sages oni ae 
of Public Health have pointed out the need for some | (> ft A Po 

sort of standardization in the location of switches in ex mf Bt ee 
trucks and busses, and better grouping of those critical oe Ae, ay ce : Fee a 

switches and instruments most often used while in QE ia er ua 

motion. Such standardization would permit a driver | PS ere, 2, : en ge 
accustomed to one vehicle to operate another without _ PHBA CSTE CAMESH MRE 

having to adopt a completely new set of habits and Here all needles point the same way when the 

reactions. machine is functioning properly. Thus any trouble 

But just locating the right control is not enough, say In:thesmachine: can: be readily detected. 

the human engineers. No matter what happens to the 

control—whether it’s pushed, pulled, turned, or lifted, control is causing a man-machine friction. It’s taking a 
it should follow certain rules. Psychologists have toll lostamotion, nervous strain and exter vemenber 
learned that people have very definite instincts about 31, When nan if a * m remem 
such movements. If a knob is to be turned “on”, it 2B en emergencies occur anc instinets become:all- 

: ; , important, the chances for error multiply. 
should turn clockwise, most people agree. If a switch 
is being used, it ough to flip up for “on” and down for Another fertile field of research lies in redesigning 
“off”. Besides being in the proper direction, the motion UT alphabet and numbering systems. In the tranquil- 

of the control should also have the right “feel”. An on- ity of the Middle Ages, citizens had plenty of time to 
off switch should definitely feel on or off. figure out the differences between their p’s and q's. 

Violating these rules doesn’t mean that the control Bot ar Be tiles ber hous On a Tay night,  daiuer 
. . often has only a fraction of a minute to decide whether 

can't be operated properly. But it does mean that the a route maker reads 88, 38, 83, or 33. If he peers at the 

marker a second too long, a parked truck on the road 
_ ; ahead may make the whole question unimportant. 

* ’ But before the human engineers could begin to take 

a | : the confusion out of the alphabet, they had to find out 
how people read individual letters and numbers. It 

i d came as no surprise that their subjects often mistook a 
% Q for an O, or a G for a C. But not so expected was the 

see is @ confusion between N and S, between M and B, and 

i : : between F and P. 

- i Sees = The next task, therefore, was to discover which part 
i 7 9 18 i 8 of each symbol caused the most confusion. At Johns 

: a oat ab ae 4 Hopkins University, the human engineers repeated 

Bee ! (eG their tests, this time covering in turn the top, left, right, 
Haman enenmearsculisnnned ile simplaseadiag and bottom parts of their test cards. The scientists then 

dial at the top of the page for the baflling old. could single out the features of each svmbol that lead 

fashioned electric meters shown here. (Continued on page 32) 
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Engi ing C ngineering Corps R.O.T.C. 

Summer Camp—1954 

by Donald Edwards m’54 

Pe ee The Army Engineer Corp R.O.T.C. summer camp 

‘ ee ve. tege, =a held at Fort Leonard Wood, Missouri. Fort Wood 

sale eae a “ es ee ieee is the largest and best equipped engineer training cen- 
a yl ct i ig: ate ter in the United States. While there R.O.T.C. cadets 

; ah Va a from nearly every school in the western U. S. including 

ee wes si a ~ Wisconsin participated in a rigorous six weeks period 
ae Sen —— o— 258 2 of training in all phases of Engineer Corp activity. 

ae oe = ae ee The eight hundred cadets attending were divided 
ae eo ———— a 2s into six training companies. Each company had its 

“ a ns, ee ce Regular Army cadre in addition to a full compliment 
, em of cadet commissioned and non-commissioned officers. 

, Each cadet had the opportunity to act as a squad leader 

on up to Company Commander, the duration of his 
After constructing this assault bridge, cadets move across time in office being one day. It should also be said that 

to engage the, “enemy: everyone had the honor of doing KP at least once. 

. A typical day would start with the first formation at 

oe 5:30 AM, police call and mess following. The com- 

. 2 oe os 8 pany would then entruck for the training area at 6:45, 
ee : training being conducted in the field until noon. Mess 

‘ ma would be served in the field and training continued 
f r™ : until 5:00 PM., then mess again at 6:00 and free time 

Ve 4 ‘Dae : until 10:00 when lights out was sounded. 

. ae a “ wg The range of subjects covered by the cadets was 
rs sae pe iY none gee wide and varied. It is the policy of the U. S. Army that 

ena ea 4 % cae ~ : all soldiers, whether they be Engineers or Signal Corp, 
we j Bi ti Mio should be trained in infantry fundamentals. In keeping 

is ee é with this policy, much time was spent in learning to 
e Y fire the basic infantry weapons such as the M1 rifle, 

tt the carbine, the light machine gun, and the sub-machine 

i. n 4 gun. One week was spent on the range with the M1 
A) . . rifle. On the last day all cadets fired for record and re- 

at ceived their ratings as either Marksman, Sharpshooter, 
4 | or Expert. Several days were spent on infantry tactics 

oe —* for the small unit. What was learned here was put to 
P Aes e test when each company had the problem of attacking 

Seed a large hill at night. “Aggressors” on the hill made 
co “| 4 ye — things warm for the onrushing cadets as they fired 

eT blank machine gun and rifle ammunition. 

- us = oe The larger part of the training period, however, was 
a a — oe spent on engineer subjects such as mine fields, water 

ee id oe ps supply, bridging, demolitions, field fortifications, roads, 
_ a a : caer and airfields. Six types of military bridges were con- 
a . os ; i oe structed including the famous Bailey bridge and vari- 

—— : wats by DIVE DANCERS ous types of floating bridges. A mine field was laid and 

Best Way To “Beat the Heat”. (Continued on page 34) 
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Signal Corps R.O.T.C. 

Summer Camp—1954 

by Fritz Callies me’54 

This year’s Signal Corps R.O.T.C. Summer Camp —@ 
was again held at Camp Gordon, Georgia. The 49 : = : 
cadets from the University of Wisconsin joined with = i 4 hie, 
806 Sig/C cadets from 67 other colleges and univer- a A f ¥ ‘, ‘ Oh og 
sities in filling the scorching Georgia air with radio sig- a ee ia > gees ses ee S 
nals, .30 caliber carbine bullets, WD-1 field wire, and oe 4 a ee ea | 
shouted commands. ' S|, - I i a ae) 

The cadets were organized by institutions into a bat- ‘ = : ‘= as & 
talion of four companies, the Wisconsin men, who com- =e : of 
prised the largest group from any one school, being a : aoe 
assigned to Co. A. Each company had five cadet pla- a ae 
toons, and one support platoon of 13 officers and 90 . 
enlisted men from R.O.T.C. duty at the various institu- S ia 
tions and from the Sig/C Replacement Training Cen- ; ok RAs HOR ee ter at Camp Gordon. These men supervised and Dick mae ee. hanna 
instructed the cadets, and were responsible for the 
mess and supply functions. The actual positions of . . command within the companies, however, were rotated During Phase III, the four cadet companies alter- 
among the cadets. The entire Signal Corps R.O.T.C. nated as the X Corps and its 10th, 11th, and 12th Divi- 
Summer camp was under the direction of Colonel sions, setting up complete communication systems in 
Nicholas Angel, PMS&T of Tennessee Tech. the field, and getting a taste of 24 hour operation, night 

. . , moves, and tactical communication problems, along 
After arrival in camp on 19° Jun 54, the cadets SP ent with aggressor action, monstrous red ants, and the 

two of what seemed like the longest days of their lives hardiest, most vigorous growth of poison ivy to be being carefully examined by the post hospital, receiv- found anywhere. . 
ing their clothing and equipment, cleaning up their . (Continued on page 40) 
two-story wooden barracks, and getting initiated into 
the ways of army life. Although there were numerous 
new acquaintances to be made, boots and brass to bef , } f | “en. ¥, ye ES ee 
polished, and floors to be scrubbed, the cadets wel- wy. oe hot |. 2 MN 2 Pe comed the 10 p.m. “lights-out”, and even the army fee ee Lae! ci . al saa Phy ty 
bunks seemed very comfortable. ene Ee eee lg) ok eee y eee pe s 8 

The six-week camp was divided into four phases. gle ae a a4 ea eae eee ay 
The first three weeks, Phase I, served to familiarize the : Ae q i i me) 
cadets with proper procedures, and operation of Sig/C * a eg : a eee 
equipments. The training covered five main areas of gf ccmaillldl age bh, oF a 
instruction: field radio, telephone and teletype, com- a el ie NE we 

center, radio relay and carrier, and field wire. Oe ee oz) aay 2 Ree i 

This training was put to use in Phase II, which was 79 - eg 2 i Be ae Be a i 
a “practical application” period, and included a two- ## sy x ee Hea a a 
day bivouac complete with C-rations, foxholes, drench- “4 / coy ee eee ee ee 
ing rains, and a full-pack march under aggressor bomb- fi : oe Poke eA | rae tere 
ing, strafing, ambushes, and gas attack. This was a — sce in teleph eae br ee 

limited-distance “shakedown” field exercise, prepara- not deal strictly with officiel ‘pusiness, Discussing the World tory to the week-long bivouac of Phase III. Series, perhaps? 
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by Ronald Kelm me’55 Y 

The Proving Ground quality and performance on turns. The effect of water 

A proving ground is a plot of land equipped with spray on, the pete ad Trekes of sear ue teate by 
toa de - : , as . driving the car through a flooded area. This gigantic 
roads and devices for the testing of cars. New cars are . floodi k b 

tested before being released to the public and old cars bathtub ig made by looding a sunken area etween 

are tested to find ways of improving the new cars. The two retaining walls. In a similar pond, salt walter 1s 

General Motors proving grounds will be discussed in splashed upon the car to duplicate winter driving con- 
this article. Other proving grounds are similar. ditions when salt is used on the roads to melt snow and 

~ . , : a i ice. 
Roads. Every kind of road surface is found at a prov- . . 

ing ground. There are smooth highways, wavy black- In addition to these roads at the main proving 

topped rural sideroads, washboard gravel roads, boul- ground, cars are tested on the hot, dry, dusty desert 

der-studded, raw-dirt trails riddled with chuckholes — trails of Arizona. There the engine’s cooling system is 

and one simulating the roughest and most brutal pave- subjected to extreme heat. Air cleaners must prove 

ments—the Belgian Block road. their worth in dense clouds of dust, and air condition- 

A test track, five lanes wide is used for speed tests ing systems are tested for their ability to maintain com- 

It is so steeply banked that the cars can go around it fortable temperatures despite tropical heat. 

at 85 mph without sidesway. There are other special Hills. Various hill grades are also found at a proving 

roads, such as two level, concrete-paved test roads ground. Hill grades as steep as 60 per cent test the re- 

arranged at right angles to each other. Test engineers serve power of cars. Most of our Federal highways 

can use the one over which the wind happens to be have grades less than five per cent, and no where do 

blowing in the desired direction for the particular test they exceed 14 per cent. In the Arizona mountain test, 

they are conducting. On a large circular paved area extreme punishment is brought to bear on the trans- 
known as the “skid pad”, cars are driven around and mission and running gear while the engine is handi- 

around at varying speeds to determine the steering capped by the rarefied air. 

—Photos Courtesy General Motors 
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Testing For Leaks. Determining Visibility From Driver’s Seat. 
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Safety Tests | te 

Various safety tests are made as follows: on ce 

Brake Tests. The quickest way to stop a car is to press ee ' 
the brake pedal down just enough to cause the wheels — = I 

to be on the verge of skidding. To determine the pres- i | 
sure exerted on the brake pedal, a special mechanical  —— Ps \ 

foot is used. It is a pneumatic cylinder that can be = i \} 2s \ 

adjusted to exert any predetermined amount of force. Cf hen oe 

The stopping rate is measured with a decelerometer. ‘ Ne Ma fe 

A moving weight in the decelerometer swings forward ae, a mee Pa 

as the car slows down. The swing of the weight, the —_, ‘. — ee. 

time, pedal pressure and pedal travel are recorded on ax + AN eam 

a moving paper tape for use in rating the brakes. 4 Oy) A Bee 
ya iss cf : 

Passing Power Test. It is essential that a car should» =m , : 4 \ b £ “ a 

have lively acceleration at country driving speeds in - . “Eh cs, e+ wees ” | " a: a 

order to safely pass other cars on crowded highways. ea n cm’ rs , is 

To measure the pickup, a fifth-wheel speedometer is — ‘ mete ‘ 

used. The fifth-wheel, which looks like a bicycle wheel, ian ———— 

is fastened to the rear of the car. A small generator — ry Fe 

driven by the fifth-wheel sends electricity to a volt- - 
meter in amounts that are in direct proportion to the as 

speed of the wheel. The voltmeter rests on the seat ' ? mnt SC 

beside the driver in easy view accurately measuring the , J ale a 

electric current and translating it to read in miles per , i © Sie me 

hour. Hill-Climbing Test. 
Roll Test. Nine times out of ten a properly designed 

car will skid before it will overturn. To insure that a 

car has proper design the roll of the car is measured. 

This is accomplished by setting up a pole in the middle . 
of the skid pad with a tape wrapped around it to serve Blowout Test. How does a car behave | when a tire 
as an artificial fixed horizon. Then a car, with a sur- blows out? To answer this question, engineers attach 

, : oo : two dynamite caps to the sidewall of a tire on a test 
Veyors transit anchored 6 the back Honk, 38 driver car, and connect them with electric wiring to a switch 

around thie pole, while an chsenversignis ie tape wuitte in the front seat of the car. As the car is driven at 70 
the transit. The difference between the angle reading . 7 ‘ . cant wtb . 

| . ~e mph, an engineer, also in the front seat, sets off the 

and the transit reading when the tape 3s sighted while dynamite caps without warning the driver. These tests 
the car is stationary, indicates the car’s roll. show that if the driver does not jerk the wheel or slam 

on the brakes, there is no sudden lunge to throw the 
car out of control. 

Frame Test. A destructive test of a car frame is car- 

ried out in the following manner: the guinea-pig car 

: . is towed behind another car with a special hitch that 
[ can be released at will from the towing car. At a speed 
ee, at! 3 of 45 mph the guinea-pig car is guided so that its left 

eee” 4 wheels will travel up a wooden ramp. Just before the 

i : tow car reaches the ramp, the hitch is released and the 
: mide = tow car continues on out of the way. The guinea-pig 

Es = = ——— car hurtles through space in a long twisting loop and 
a : Mi. SS usually lands on the nose of the hood. The frame is 

ce = ae = then examined for cracks or breaks. 

—s ae | Visibility Test. In order to drive safely, a driver must 

3 = = have a good view of the road. To determine a driver's 
ee N ~~ visibility, the test car is driven into a room containing 

a large semi-circular screen on which graph lines have 

Road Speed Test. (Continued on page 50) 
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I H I N K ® &© @ © ~~ by Thomas J. Lynch 

Tom Lynch, a Brooklyn na- analyze all the circumstances of a problem or situation. 

tive, is 21 years old and a se- Frequently, present-day vogue or our own emotions are 
nior electrical engineering stu- the only forces guiding our actions and choices. In 
dent at the City College of = . 
New York. While in St. Augus- S°Me Cases, our method of arriving at a course of action 

eo tine’s High School in Brook- iS really no more sound than the flip of a coin. Our 

. ~< lyn, he was editor of the school Scant thinking in little matters can become such a habit 

— newspaper and a member of that we are sometimes lost for a way to turn or even a 

the dance band. After gradua- place to begin when a major decision faces us. Many 
tion he worked in a bank for people learn to rationalize their poor decisions so con- 

sevent months while: making up vincingly that they become unaware of the fact that 
his mind to take electrical en- ee 5 A 
gineering. He entered City Col- their lives are falling into patterns that are shaped 
lege in September 1950 and SOlely by conventions, circumstances, luck, or personal 

has been elected to Eta Kappa weaknesses and not by their own wills and convictions. 

Thomas J. Lynch Nu as well as Tau Beta Pi. In Yet, in almost every sphere of human activity the appli- 
June 1954 he received a reserve cation of objective thinking can mean the difference 

commission as a second lieutenant in the Army Signal Corps between mediocrity: and success, 

after having completed four years of R.O.T.C. work. Tom’s perwee e ty . 

hobbies include tape recording, photography, and the electric In business, the function of the executive is to over- 

guitar. see and make decisions. He is being paid for his ability 
This essay won first prize in the nationwide Tau Beta to come to sound conclusions, and the faster he can do 
Pi Pledge Essay Contest held for students who were this, the more valuable he is to his company. If he 

initiated into Tau Beta Pi during the fall semester of happens to be the owner of his own business, then his 
1953, and is reprinted from the April 1954 “Bent of ability to make quick, sound decisions is a point in his 
Tau Beta Pi" for the benefit of “Wisconsin Engineer favor in the competition he must meet. Just as an 
readers. pe 

executive can take advantage of constructive thinking, | 
From time to time, I have seen signs in railroad so too can the worker or anyone, for that matter, who 

stations and office buildings proclaiming the word has to earn a living. A person may find, on a reflective 
“Think.” I imagine these signs were part of a safety examination of his job, that it is not the kind of employ- 
or efficiency campaign undertaken by the management ment which exploits his talents to the fullest degree; 
of the particular organization for its employees. But and after coming to such a conclusion, he may search 
I often wonder how many observers of these signs took and find a type of work to which he more naturally will 
them as personal reminders, as I did whenever I saw be fitted. Certainly his chances for advancement in 
them. And sometimes, I dare to speculate how many \ such a field will be greater than in one to which he is 
individuals entertained the notion that it might be a not adapted or in which he has no interest. All it 
good idea if everyone could have one of these signs requires, in most cases, is taking a few minutes out of 

mentally before him during each of his waking hours. the daily routine to ask oneself: What am I trying to 
The “thinking” that I was reminded of in these signs accomplish? And how can I best use the natural abil- 

might be defined as the objective gathering of all the ities I’ve been given to work towards my goal? 

factors of a situation together mentally in order to Treaties are signed, agreements are made, and some- 

come to a sound conclusion. Now, this sounds like times an impending war is averted by the carefully 

nothing new, and on the surface seems simple enough. worded conversations of representatives of nations. We | 

But the question is, How many people think this way? say they use diplomacy. But what is diplomacy but 

There are certainly some that do—a judge, a jurist, a merely thinking before speaking? Many books are on 

surgeon, an executive, a scientist, to name only a few. the popular market today which purport that they con- : 
They are all engaged in the mental processes of gather- tain the secrets to social success. What they advise is 
ing. sifting, weighing, and deciding. Each one of these largely a matter of putting oneself in the other person’s 

individuals knows the importance of logical thinking; place and looking at the situation from his viewpoint— 

and we might say each is a “professional” thinker. But and this takes thinking. 

how about other people? How about the rest of us? Imagine what would happen if every potential voter 
Why can’t we all use this kind of positive thinking in seriously considered his great right of suffrage and 

our everyday lives? Isn’t it true that some of us go attempted to form his political opinions intelligently, 

through a whole day or even a week without applying and in an unbiased manner from a constructive assim- 

our minds to constructive thought? Our decisions are jilation and digestion of the current and past hap- 

many times the result of only a slipshod attempt to (Continued on page 44) 
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~ : " " —Ilustrations Courtesy Bethlehem Steel 
Taconite is quarried, rather than mined. 

by Rod Simenz, Met’55 

For many years these questions have been asked and ages by deposits of silica, iron and other materials in 

wondered about: “How long will the rich iron ore de- _ the sea water. 

posits in Northern Minnesota last?” “What will happen Time and pressure changed the silt into the toughest, 
when the ore runs out?” “Will imported iron ore close hardest iron bearing rock that exists. The iron is scat- 
up the huge mines of Northern Minnesota?” “What tered through it in fine particles, some of them micro- 
will the people of Northern Minnesota do if the mines scopic. Man wants to separate the valuable iron from 

close up?” the billions of tons of low grade ores of taconite, mak- 

Now, it seems, to each of these questions one magic ing this a manufacturing process rather than mining. 

word provides the answer—“Taconite.” Taconite possibilities have been studied for a long 
Finally, after 60 years of removing rich ores proc- _ time. Immediately following the first world war, a plant 

essed by nature to the point that they were ready for for the use of taconite was erected on the Eastern 
blast furnaces, man is called upon to use his ingenuity. Mesabi. Methods were created, machinery installed and 
The reason for this is that the high grade reserves of — millions of dollars were expended. There were difficul- 
Minnesota are dwindling and the end is in sight. The _ ties in eliminating the silica from the rock. These efforts 
time for taconite has come. failed because they were economically premature. Nev- 

Simply described, taconite is the original and gen- ertheless, Reserve Mining Company is producing pel- 

crally unchanged, iron bearing rock. Millions of years lets in the same plant today. 

ago the great underlying structure of taconite was the The first step in the recovery of taconite is to un- 

bottom of a shallow inland sea. The stone, now a layer cover the rock. It is quarried, rather than mined. Spe- 

from 600 to 900 feet deep, was built up through the cially designed jet piercing machines use flame and 
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water to drill blast holes. Then sections of rock are . { 

blown into chunks that are hauled to crushers. The 
jet piercer sinks a hole much faster than conventional j 

drills. i “8 
Next the rock is crushed and ground to powder fine- o ee ay, 

ness, and magnetic separators extract the particles of Ke 
iron. The material extracted still contains some rock ie z oes 

dust, but it is about 60 to 65 per cent iron, as compared se : 
to the 25 to 30 per cent iron in unprocessed taconite. ee ; 

The process will make very large demands for com- a a oad 

plex machinery, power and heat. Large amounts of a  s Pe } 

water are needed since both the fine grinding and mag- “ L : brs F 

netic separation are carried out with the materials sus- / 
pended in water. The end product will be high in iron 
content, low in impurities and desirable in structure 
and form. The outstanding advantage will be the ex- Processed taconite: conthining: about 65% iron, 

cellence of the final product for furnace use. 
In the pelletizing process powdered magnetic mate- 

rial, combined with water to make thick mud, is 3 . i . 
. The program in this instance includes the construc- 

dumped into a drum that revolves and pours out a_,. : : . . 
‘ tion of a railroad extending 73 miles from the plant to 

stream of balls the size of walnuts. The balls are heated 
. se a port at Two Islands on Lake Superior, a route already 

to harden them for shipping. : 7 
: a : . surveyed. The port, to be known as Taconite Harbor, 

Experiments are being made with two other meth- : : : 
53 Ba 4 will have an ore dock specially designed to handle 

ods, nodulizing and sintering, but the pelletizing og : . 
. : % : pellets. Facilities will be installed to receive coal and 

process is the one being used in the two largest taconite | : . 
: fuel oil. A large coal fired power plant will also be 

operations underway. araated here. 

The building of plants to process taconite will rank : , 

as the greatest investment of its kind in the history of Construction activities are now in full swing. Much 

mineral benefication. Such an investment will be preliminary land clearing and site preparation work 

greater than all of the manufacturing plants in Minne- has been, and is being done, and by 1957, this large 

sota, and it will be more than double the investment _ plant will be in production. 

in all of the electrical plants and electrical distribution Mining operations are, traditionally, of uncertain 

systems in the state. future. This is true of high grade iron ores, where 
A new plant now being constructed near Aurora will’ mines and ranges may become exhausted and commu- 

have a capacity of 7,500,000 gross tons of taconite pel- nities lose population and hope. It is true to a lesser 
lets a year. The project will be so designed that its degree of the low grade iron ores whose reserves are 

capacity may be expanded at a later date to 10,500,000 almost unlimited providing that man’s ingenuity will 

gross tons a year. This will be an investment of find a way to use them at competitive cost. Such an 

300,000,000 dollars. ore is taconite, whose reserves are to all practical pur- 

A 10,500,000 ton operation would require the min- poses, unlimited. The great range formation has never 

ing, crushing and milling of some 30,000,000 tons of }een measured, and its tonnages are astronomical. 
taconite per year, or 85,000 tons per day. END 

Artist’s layout of taconite plant. 
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electrical 

a ness cle a yO eo 

| Peed . pu ‘ aus i Ie thus formed is known as a stranded con- 
H 4 , | : Fi i iy ductor, There are two fundamentally dif- 

r Ml a | | ( | | yw ferent types of stranding, namely, bunched 
k aa. : BR 4 u Ss T stranding and concentric stranding. These 

a a See J 2) differ in the manner in which the wires are 
i ee seni comet | | assembled to form a conductor. 

d __ MINUET ERE LUN PAC RE Re | Bunched Stranding 
' mmr stannic J | In bunched stranding, the required number 

ies: ST 4 of wires are simply twisted together with 
a ee no attempt being made to control their rela- 

4 We } | , yi : as . tive positions within the group. The length 
q Ss Ue aod, at a i: / of the group requiring a complete turn of 
a ea “aa enn any one wire is known as length of lay of 
| <p aa eg aloe cnene the strands. The length of lay varies widely 

iv ae — vara ad : with the number and size of the wires and 

re by Cf | / the flexibility desired in the conductor. 

yt | Le Lp Concentric Stranding 
oy a | : _ 1 In concentric stranding the individual wires 
— 2. : \ : are laid up symmetrically in the form of a 

. oe A i LS : 7: geometrically compact group. For example, 
Cee y ___ Six wires will lay snugly around one central 

os Bey a —— _ wire, twelve wires will lay around a group 
——— “ ee, Ly _ SOE of seven, etc. All of the wires are laid up 

y agen ey : rt around the same or a common center, hence 
- — y - : _ the term “concentric stranding’. The num- 

y : / | os yh : _ ber of wires in the outer layer increases by 

Bunching, a” mosey. six and the total number of wires in the 
Pi . oO ~ | assembly becomes 1, 7, 19, etc. The wires 

Wr me on —ae : in any one layer are cabled or twisted 
around the central core with a definite 

Metal Coating Metal coating or a separator is not re- length and direction of lay. The direction of 
Z quired on aluminum conductors for rubber lay of the wires is reversed in alternate 

Unprotected copper in contact with rubber insulated cables since aluminum does not layers to equalize the torsional forces result- 
insulation combines with sulphur in the in- combine readily with sulphur and does not _ing from twisting the wires about the cen- 
sulation to form copper sulphide. This re- accelerate the deterioration of rubber. tral core. The length of lay depends on the 
duces the conductivity of the copper and . size of the individual wires and the number 
makes it brittle and difficult to solder. Stranding of of layers in the conductor. 
Furthermore, copper in contact with rubber, 
accelerates the combination of rubber with Conductors Rope Stranding 
oxygen and hence promotes the deteriora- As pointed out above, the purpose of wire A modification of concentric stranding 

tion of rubber insulation. To prevent this drawing is to so reduce the cross-sectional known as rope stranding is used chiefly in 
mutually harmful action, copper for use in area of the billet or rod that a conductor of the preparation of large flexible conductors 
rubber-insulated wires and cables is pro- the required flexibility can be produced. In for portable and welding cables. This differs 
tected with either a thin continuous coat- _ addition to adequate flexibility, the conduc- _frgm concentric stranding in that a group of 
ing of inert metal, such as tin, lead, or tor must also have sufficient cross-sectional wires, known as ropes, instead of individual 
lead-tin alloy on the individual wires or a area to provide the current carrying capac- wires, are laid up in a geometrically com- 
separator consisting of a wrap of threads or ity and voltage drop required for a par- pact form of six around one, etc. These 

tape over the uncoated conductor. ticular application. In general, the service groups of wires may be either concentric or 
Metal coating consists of passing the in- conditions and current carrying capacity of bunched stranded. This type of stranding 

dividual copper wires successively through wires and cables are such that conductors makes possible building up a conductor with 

(a) dilute hydrochloric acid, (b) molten — of greater flexibility than is obtained with —_q greater number of wires than can be pro- 
metal or alloy, (c) a wiper, (d) a cooling bath a single wire (solid conductors) are required. duced by concentric stranding on a machine 
and finally to a take-up reel. The hydro- Solid conductors are used generally only on with a given number of spools. 
chloric acid cleans the surface of the copper sizes 6 Awg. and smaller conductors and 
insuring a perfect union between the copper _ then only for fixed (not portable) installa- Other Strandings 
and the coating metal and a complete cov- tions. Most conductors, are, therefore, made Other types of conductor strandings, such 

erage of the copper by the coating metal. up of more than one wire. as “‘sector-shape”, “compact-strand” and 
The wiper removes the excess coating ma- The formation of a conductor by bring- “segmental” are used for special purposes to 
terial and produces a smooth surface on ing together the required number of wires reduce conductor diameters and conductor 
the coated wire. is known as stranding, and the conductor losses. 
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. . From these discoveries, with their far-reaching im- Human Engineering atl sail we 
plications, all the way down to the most trivial gadget, 

(Continued. from: page2) the human engineer is working to eliminate frustrations 
to confusion, and conversely, accurately spot the char- and irritations which we find in our daily life. He finds 

acteristics which distinguish each letter and number. his field wherever men conflict with the machines they 

With this information before them, Johns Hopkins  jnyent. As an engineer, himself, he knows that no mod- 

engineers have begun developing a new set of num- ern machine is the result of one man’s effort. Even to 

bers. They are exaggerating or altering the parts of create an electric iron, there has to be an electrical en- 
various digits that now look alike. If they have their gineer to specify switches and heating coils, a metal- 

way, engineers in 1984 may be seeing numbers on their lurgist to find a tarnishproof metal for the base, a me- 

sae rules ania on Pee . . chanical engineer to build the machine to make the 

' The i EaHERA | of he tan aeS also been Fake. ie base, and a chemist to experiment with various plas- 

ij el 2 he mEOn, DY i maka CREUICETS: a ce © tics for the handle. After these men have completed rablem facine men. wi Ae ay SU #8 7° : : : 
problem Facing Men WAG Work In Noisy swMTOURCINES, their jobs, an industrial designer has to put the parts 
but who depend for safety on warning sounds or : : : : 

; ; 5 together in a design with maximum eye appeal. 
shouted instructions. Human engineers, when con- 

fronted with this situation, suggested that earplugs Each man is an expert in his field. But no single ex- 

should be worn. Laboratory tests have shown that pert has the training or experience to predict accu- | 

blocking the ears reduces the total noise, and yet allows rately where all man-machine frictions might occur. 

the ear to pick out the smaller sounds hitherto lost in The finished iron may operate perfectly in the testing 

the blare. This discovery is now being used during the laboratory. It may outshine all competitive models in 

warm up of planes on Navy aircraft carriers. Earplugs the store windows. But, says the human engineer, the 

deaden the screech of the motors, but the sailors can new iron’s true worth can be measured only when it is 
still hear spoken instructions. The human engineers in the hands of somebody with ironing to do. Only 
have also suggested redesigning communication equip- then do the man-machine irritations become apparent. 

ment to cut down the normally louder vowel sounds in At that point, another kind of expert is needed—some- 

order to give more emphasis to the consonants, and thus one whose specialty is people. This, then, is the field 

increase intelligibility under adverse conditions. of the human engineer. END 
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How a I's hour “gem-cutting” operation 

os became an 8-nunute mechanized job 

oy PROBLEM: Preparing quartz dimensions on machines with fully automatic 

4 ay? crystals for use as electronic microfeed systems. 

‘ ba frequency controls calls for Most of these machines were either com- 
" the highest degree of preci- pletely or largely designed and developed by 

sion. So much so, in fact, that prior to World Western Electric engineers. 

War II skilled gem-cutters were employed 

to do the job. RESULTS: With skill built into the machines 

But during the war, there were not enough —with costly hand operations eliminated— 

gem-cutters to keep up with the demand for this Western Electric mechanization program 

crystals in radar, military communications raised production of quartz crystals from a 

and other applications. few thousand a year to nearly a million a 

Western Electric tackled the job of build- month during the war years. This is just one 

ing into machines the skill and precision that of the many unusual jobs undertaken and 
had previously called for the most highly solved by Western Electric engineers. 

skilled operators. | ee i , we 

SOLUTION: Here is how quartz crystals are 7 . _ a < peo 
made now—by semi-skilled labor in a fraction ie i 
of the time formerly required: 7 | Ag a 4 | A, 

A quartz stone is sliced into wafers on a | € aa Z = 7 ; JD | 

reciprocating diamond-edged saw, after de- a | vhs I fc be : 

termination of optical and electrical axes by _ FS oe SS a o 
means of an oil bath and an X-ray machine. . : a hee —" d 4 coe 

Hairline accuracy is assured by an orienting 4 ie ee ot y 2 y a 

The wafers are cut into rectangles on mia- ae P a hee a Ps , j Wied 4 

chines equipped with diamond saws. The ie ] v4 bi/4 ‘ iG ] ot | 4 

human element is practically eliminated by Quartz stones are cut into wafers on this diamond-edged saw, 
means of adjustable stops and other semi- with orientation to optical axis controlled by fixture. This is 

* just one of several types of machines designed and developed 

automatic features. by Western Electric engineers to mechanize quartz cutting. 

The quartz rectangles are lapped automatic- _— 

ally to a thickness tolerance of plus or minus <a  Fecttic | 

.0001’’. A timer prevents overlapping. Finally, “westert —— 

edges are ground to specific length and width 

A UNIT OF THE BELL SYSTEM SINCE 1882 

Manufacturing plants in Chicago, Ill.; Kearny, N. J.; Baltimore, Md.; Indianapolis, Ind.; Allentown and Laureldale, Pa.; Burlington, 

Greensboro and Winston-Salem, N. C.; Buffalo, N. Y.; Haverhill and Lawrence, Mass.; Lincoln, Neb.; St. Paul and Duluth, Minn. 

Distributing Centers in 29 cities and Installation headquarters in 15 cities. Company headquarters, 195 Broadway, New York City. 
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Engineering Corps R.O.T.C. 

(Continued from page 22) 
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Firing the MI at target 200 yds. distant. Cadets stand by as another section of steel treadway is lowered 

into place on a pontoon bridge. 

then detected by probing. The worth of the probing spent in teaching maintenance procedures and Army 
method of mine detection was proven when several “red tape” connected therewith. 
mines were recovered that had not been planted by the Any Article on Fort Leonard Wood would be incom- 
cadets. Demonstrations and actual driving experience plete without some mention of the climate. To put it 
on engineer heavy equipment proved very interesting. mildly, it was HOT. The barracks thermometer read up 
It was really possible to get the feel of what a big D8 _ to 95 degrees, but the mercury was out of sight nearly 
“Cat” was capable of when sitting up there in the driv- every time anyone had the courage to look. The week 
er’s seat. A day on road building with pick and shovel that it hit 115 degrees every day was about the worst 
made everyone appreciate all the more the worth of of it, however. At any rate, most of our Wisconsin 
our heavy equipment. The cadets learned that the large cadets were relieved to end their vacation in the 
amount of mechanical equipment in the Engineer Corp Ozarks and get back once more to the cool shores of 
presents a big maintenance problem. Many hours were Lake Michigan. END 
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Construction of a Bailey Bridge. Cadets in foreground carry a transom into position. 
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Audio, Video and Freedom 

Millions of eyes are watching . . . millions of ears listening. They Continue Your Education With Pay— At RCA 

are seeing the significance in each expression, hearing the over- Graduate Electrical Engineers: RCA Victor—one 
é of the world’s foremost manufacturers of radio and 

tones in every word. electronic products—offers you opportunity to 
nt ‘ Spades y dn & gain valuable training and experience at a good 
The American people are sitting in judgment. salary with opportunities for advancement. Among 

‘a a * a s many projects with unusual promise: 
When they speak their decision, it will be spoken with a sureness Oi ates noes tener we (is 5 + Development and design of radio receivers (in- 

that can come only from seeing for themselves. cluding broadcast, short-wave and FM circuits, 
: . television, and phonograph combinations). 

Thus, the newest miracle of mass communication matures to a + Advanced development and design of AM and 

mighty force for freedom and understanding. And RCA, long ded- FM broadcast transmitters, Ht: induction best: 
5 = . . . . ing, mobile communications equipment, relay 
icated to keep America pre-eminent in world communications, systems. 

promises Americans constant progress toward ultimate perfection » Design of component parts such us evils, loud- 
. . . speakers, capacitors. 
in all phases of radio and television. * Development and design of new recording and 

producing methods. 

. . . + Design of receiving, power, cathode ray, gas 
Radio Corporation of America and photo tubes. 

. a Write today to College Relations Div., RCA 
Electronics for Living Victor, Camden, N. J. Also many opportunities for 

Mechanical and Chemical Engineers and Physicists. 
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Edited by Carl Burnard CiE’57 

SUPERSONIC WIND TUNNEL or missile model with a wing span 
of about four feet. The chamber 
will be 17 feet long and seven feet 

square. 

; ' Other tunnels with similar speed 
ae ranges operate with a continuous 

a we flow of air, but construction costs 

_ OO are several times greater than that 
wl ae aaa for the intermittent type. 
_ ra ae The tri-sonic wind tunnel will be 

« & [= } . ff! a b> an addition to the company’s ex- 

ye? ‘at er” . Me ae tensive research facilities. In use 

wd, - ‘ —> —"—_for several years have been a large 
<< ~~ oe 7 sub-sonic test facility for explora- 

, I. \ es get. tory work at low speeds and a 

\y \ ~~ ~ Lie super-sonic tunnel with a small test 
| | ae iat chamber. Both played key roles in 

ee | ee the development of the F-86 Sabre 
a os ‘ Jet series and the super-sonic F-100 

ee ao Super Sabre. 
as North American estimates an 

additional cost of $500,000 for ac- 

A construction contract for the tent, blow-down tunnel. Wind quisition of the building properly 

major portion of a $4,500,000 wind speeds will be produced by com- and for construction of buildings 

tunnel capable of testing airplane pressed air rushing from a series to_house testing equipments 
and missile designs at speeds rang- of large volume storage spheres at The facility is expected to be 
ing from 400 miles an hour to more __ selected intervals. Each test will be completed in March, 1956. 
than three times the speed of _ less than a minute in duration. * 
sound has been awarded by North Three internal structures will 

American Aviation, Inc. provide a unique control over the FLUORESCENT LAMP LIFE 
Negotiations are underway to test speeds. An adjustable nozzle, Scientists now almost instantly 

locate the developmental facility a transonic chamber and a variable can predict approximately how 

near North American’s F-86 Sabre diffuser will be placed in a series Jong a particular fluorescent lamp 

Jet and F-100 Super Sabre assem- in the throat of the tunnel instead will burn—something which for- 

bly lines at Los Angeles Interna- of separated as in other tunnels to merly could be found out only by 

tional Airport. regulate air speeds at sub-sonic, burning it until it blinked out after 

The tri-sonic test facility, so  transonic and super-sonic levels. an average period of 7500 hours. 

called because advanced airplane | Adjustments to each structure in Other things being equal, the 
designs will be tested at speeds the series to change wind velocity _ life of a fluorescent lamp is propor- 

slower, equal and faster than that will be made in a fraction of the tional to the amount of a chemical, 

of sound, will be one of the largest time necessary for adjustments in called “emission coating,” held by 
constructed by a private company. other tunnels. the lamp’s cathode. By weighing 

Technically, the test facility will Relatively large, the tunnel’s test —_ this emission material, which serves 
be the nation’s largest intermit- | chamber will handle an airplane as the source of electrons to carry 
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the current through the lamp, the The plant components depicted 
life of a lamp can be estimated. are, from the left: a building for 

The development engineer said fuel handling, the atomic reactor . 
his organization had developed a and _ heat exchangers, the mainte- Sal : 
novel electronic method which per- _ nance building and overhead trav- a ee a ,} 
mits rapid testing of fluorescent eling crane, the turbo-generator - ya Ti 1 

lamps for the quantity of chemical building, the switchyard contain- _ 7 ' z | u 

on their cathodes, but without — ing transformers and circuit break- SF — t a 
breaking open or even lighting the ers, and transmission lines. In the not : ae 

tubes. right foreground is a building con- i 
In this method, Thayer ex- taining shop and administrative —_ 

plained, the lamp under test is facilities. terial will easily pass both the 

compared in an electronic circuit As can be seen from the cutaway _ moisture resistant and low temper- | 
with a lamp having an uncoated — view, the atomic reactor which ature flexibility requirements of 
cathode. When the current is ap- provides the heat, and the heat ex- — MIL-T-27 grade 1. Fully cured 
plied, the coated cathode is slower changers which generate the coatings also have about twice the 
to increase in temperature. This steam, will be located underground thermal conductivity of conven- 

difference in resistance to heating in concrete and steel structures. tional resinous or rubber dielec- 
is roughly proportional to the — These underground structures will tries, assuring cooler operation at 

weight of the emission coating, and provide protection to operating high temperatures. 
can be read on a meter. personnel and the surrounding area Supplied as a solvent free, low 

The getting of the desired quan- _ in addition to the many protective consistency paste, Silastic $-2007 
tity of chemical on the cathode, devices in the reactor itself. The may be applied by dipping, 

and retaining it there through all — large central underground struc- — yacuum impregnating, or may be 

lamp processing and handling _ ture houses the reactor itself which yyolded_ in fitted encapsulating 

steps, requires close controls, ac- is located within the vertical, cy- molds. Coated parts may be placed 
cording to the G-E engineer. He lindrical container which repre- directly into a hot air oven for vul- 

said many checks are made to in- sents the pressure vessel. Water — canization. Neither pressure nor a 
sure high quality. The new elec- under pressure is pumped through graduated cure is necessary. 
tronic tester is said to be an espe- this vessel. It is heated and _ is 

cially useful control tool in detect- pumped to the four heat exchang- * 
ing short-life lamps. ers, two of which are visible in the TRANSISTORS 

* cutaway, foreground. on other Tubeless radio and television re- 
two are in the horizontal, cylindri- eivers came a step closer to the 

CENTRAL STATION ATOMIC cal structure to the rear. Heat from EEIVETS: SAMS 2 Step closer to’ te 
POWER PLANT e, coc . : . American living room recently 

a. _ , this pressurized superheated water an the CE Electric Research 
This preliminary artist’s sketch converts other water in heat ex: when the ectric Hesearc 

shows the nation’s first central sta- changers to steam. The steam then Laboratory announced develop- 

tion atomic power plant which is j, piped to the turbo-generator. ment of a new and revolutionary 

to be built at Shippingport, Pa, — -ppis pioneer nuclear power plant means of producing germanium for 

Bee ooreerwrerrrt will produce a minimum of 60,000 Gams store: . . . 
| _ Ba al a kilowatts of electricity. Transistors, which require tiny 

ee A a Na aac | . bars of the element germanium, 
i a. « s * are the new devices capable of 

' ae en oe . HIGH RESISTANT COATING performing many of the electronic 

eS x S A resilient dielectric coating or chores now done by One ecnell- 
i ae a a encapsulating material for extreme cated vacuum tubes like those in 

= Ki 2. gear < temperature electric and electronic radio and felevision ok . 

| ee |= ~ components has been developed by Dr. Rol pert N. Hall, a young 
oe Dow Corning Corporation. Iden- physicist in the laboratory, has de- 

a tified as Silastic $-2007, the new veloped a means for producing as 

near Pittsburgh. Westinghouse silicone rubber cures in 2 to 4 Many as 100 wafer-thin layers of 

Electric Corporation is developing hours at 200° C to form a rubber- specially treated germanium in a 

and building the reactor portion of like jacket which is uniform, heat- six-inch ingot. Other methods PIO” 
the plant under contract to the stable, moistureproof and_ highly duce only one or two of these vital 
AEC. The Duquesne Light Com- resistant to oxidation, ozone and layers. Dr. Hall emphasizes, how- 

pany will design and construct the weathering. ever, that the new method is still 
turbine generator portion and will Tests indicate that transformers in the laboratory stage. 

operate the entire plant. properly coated with this new ma- (Continued on page 52) 
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by Dick Paske EE°56 

Cummings, Albert E., c'15, direc- i Ackermann, William C., ¢’35, re- 
tor of research for the Raymond / CP - signed from TVA last May to 
Concrete Pile Co., is one of five / nik, 9 ae accept a position as head of the 
new appointees to the advisory : le 9 _ newly formed Section of Water- 
committee of the research division pceat | : oo shed Hydrology of the Agricul- 
of New York University’s College | Ne be - tural Research Service in Washing- 
of Engineering. ; | Ag } eu ton, D. C. 

® an. Me Eo 2 ° 
5. ‘. . f He S a 

Neef, John H., c'04, who died a ny Ne ad Trier, Robert J., ¢.25, for the past 
year ago in Oregon, left a bequest _«e S A s west ‘ as oe : : - eight years assistant chief, has been 
of $1,400 to the university to estab- f | wamied chief of the beach of woads 

lish the Grace Bradley Neef Trust aaa" : - . . . ae . ——— awe Bureau of Indian Affairs, Depart- 
Fund in memory of his wife. — ee 2 . £ the I x 

ed a ment of the Interior. 

° enn po . 
Schneible, Douglas E., ¢'38, eee 4 a . , 

highway research engineer, hy- ae i - Plautz, Edgar G., €25, has been 
draulics research branch, U.S. Ee) ui appointed as district engineer of 

Bureau of Public Roads, is the i ey . the Milwaukee Metropolitan dis- 

author of a paper on “Some Field ocobimrsse cas trict of the State Highway Com- 

Examples of Scour at Bridge Piers Fa mission of Wisconsin. 

and Abutments” which appeared : ° 
i » : oy ROBERT GLA: 

iran teas mer Oh CRASS Moritz, Earnest A. c’04, has re- 

Glass, Robert G., ’54, is currently cently been named to membership 

° employed at the Columbus Divi- in the Colorado River Commission. 
Prochaska, Victor H., ¢'27, died sion of North American Aviation, | He served for many years as engi- 

on July 23 after a brief illness. He Inc. He has been assigned to the neer with the Reclamation Bureau 
was bridge design engineer with Engineering Department in the and was Regional Director at 

the State Highway Commission of Master Lines Group where he is Boulder City, Nevada, at the time 
Wisconsin. assisting in computing and estab- _ of his retirement from that service. 

° lishing master lines for construc- ‘ 

Ingersoll, Alfred C., 42, assist- tion of basic elements of aircraft, . an 

ant professor of civil engineering and detailed dimensions of exter- Gamble, Raleigh Wis e186; nas 
at the California Institute of Tech- nal contours. The Columbus Divi- been named district engineer of 

nology, has been appointed under sion is designing and manufactur- the Asphalt Institute for the states 

the Point Four program as a spe- ing high-speed military aircraft for of Illinois and Wisconsin, with 

cialist in fluid mechanics at the the Air Force and Navy. headquarters i Chicago. He re- 

Bengal Engineering College in cently retired as superintendent of 
India. e the Bureau of Street Construction 

and Repair in Milwaukee. 
: Michalos, James P., c’38, has 

Wagner, Aubrey J., ¢33, has been appointed professor of struc- ° . 
been appointed general manager tural engineering and chairman of Hosig, Irwin B., c’05, has retired 

of TVA. He has been assistant gen- the Department of Civil Engineer- from service with the Bureau of 
eral manager since 1951 and has — ing of New York University, New — Reclamation after 49 years on the 
been with TVA since 1934. York City. engineering staff. END 
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The metal that makes time stand still 
Thanks to chromium, steel now serves you with strength and beauty that lasts a lifetime 

Ix time, one of man’s most useful materials—steel— that must withstand both blazing heat and sub-zero cold 

is often the victim of such destructive forces as rust, are made of tough, enduring stainless steel. 

corrosion, heat, or wear. SERVING STEEL... AND YOU—The people of Union 

THESE NATURAL ENEMIES of steel now are mastered Carbide produce alloys of chromium for America’s steel- 

by the metal called chromium. When the right amount of makers. This is another of the many ways in which 

chromium is added to molten steel, the result is strong, UCC transforms the elements of nature for the benefit 

lustrous stainless steel that defies the ravages of time. of everyone. 
sal i hini STUDENTS AND STUDENT ADVISERS: Learn more about career 

IN HOMES, TODAY, stam ess Steel 1s a st Ang By eae opportunities with Union Carbide in ALLOYS, CARBONS, CHEMICALS, 
bol of modern living. It brings us care-free sinks, gleam- Gases, and Prasrics. Write for booklet G-2. 

ing tableware and kitchen utensils—all with beauty that 

tite Union CarsBipe 
IN INDUSTRY — Food is prepared in super-sanitary AND CARBON CORPORATION 

stainless steel equipment. Streamlined trains and buses 30 EAST 42ND STREET [JW NEW YORK 17, N.°. 

are made of this wonder metal. Vital parts of jet planes In Canada: UNION CARBIDE CANADA LIMITED 

2 UCC’ Trade-markeed Products include. -—____________ 

ELECTROMET Alloys and Metals NATIONAL Carbons PYROFAX Gas ACHESON Electrodes SYNTHETIC ORGANIC CHEMICALS 

HAYNES STELLITE Alloys Prest-O-LITE Acetylene Dynel Textile Fibers UNION Carbide PRESTONE Anti-Freeze 
LinbE Silicones E\yEREADY Flashlights and Batteries © DAKELITE, VINYLITE, and KRENE Plastics LINDE Oxygen 
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—Photo by Matthew Brady, circa 1864 
Barracks, although not new, were kept well scrubbed and polished by the proud cadets. 

. Agai iversi i in’s record at ca Signal Corps Summer Camp gain the University of Wisconsin’s record at camp 

was outstanding: 11 cadets were designated Distin- 

(Continued from page 23) guished Military Students, Cadet James P. McNaul 
oe . . being rated as 7th among the 855 cadets on the basis 
The last week of camp was devoted to various x ‘ 5 

demonstrati f infant ind 1 of leadership, technical knowledge, and marksmanship. 
emonstra iS ¢ rv Ca iS, a alr-ar a ye. + 

penole OF TEMIY WE ADODS; un ut Crop. ny a The 1954 Military Police R.O.T.C. Summer Camp 
Signal detachment, new experimental Sig/C equip- ; . 

. wee . was also held at Camp Gordon during the same period. 
ments, and television application. Also included were END 

visits of inspection, pistol instruction, and deprocessing * 

prior to departure from camp on 30 Jul 54. At the con- A general and a colonel were walking down the 
clusion of camp 145 cadets were commissioned as 2nd  ctreet, They met many privates, and each time the 

Lieutenants. colonel returned their salute, he would mutter, “The 
In between this rigorous schedule was sandwiched same to you.” The general’s curiosity soon got the bet- 

several dances at the air-conditioned Service Clubs, ter of him, and he asked, “Why do you always say 
with real, live girls lured in from nearby Augusta; the that?” The colonel answered, “I was a private once 
inter-Company sports program; and Col. McDermott’s and I know what they are thinking.” 

traditional beer party for the Wisconsin cadets. = 2 # 

This summer's nation-wide heat wave did not miss During maneuvers, an army commander ordered a 
Camp Gordon—newspapers told of farmers in the area notice to be placed on a bridge and stating, “This 

losing their chickens due to heat prostration, but the bridge has been destroyed by air attack,” but to his 
Signal Corps kept right on marching through the burn- chagrin, he noticed through his field glasses that a foot 
ing sands. And there was that unforgettable Wednes- regiment was crossing the bridge against his orders. He 
day that saw the 855 wildly cheering cadets reveling sent his adjutant to the officer in charge to find out 
and splashing in one of the rare tropical monsoons, why the orders were being defied. An hour later the ad- 
chomping on hailstones and shivering delightedly as jutant was back. “It is all right, Sir,” he reported, “the 

the deluge drenched their scorched fatigues. troops are wearing signs saying, “We are swimming.” 
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Another page for MIU SU LE UT TITE 
eae i eta sauces ee 2 4 

ett | | Clee ~—Ss_— How to design a freight car 
| Ly ri? lag } y one man can push 
eri Lt | | | ial cr 
et Dal | Po | y a | I c 1 | You can make a big 55-ton freight car roll so easily 
oe oe i le a | ‘om a a Re ie one man can push it. How? By mounting its axles on 

a ot {te " bs Beek ae Timken® tapered roller bearings. Timken bearings 
a b es oe roll the load, eliminate the metal-to-metal sliding 

os — i Lem Pia 8 friction that makes old-style friction bearings start 

ee moe. o: wy piaeg) ot hard. They reduce starting resistance 88%. And, with 
ae i er Ss pe a: st Timken bearings, there’s no danger of hot boxes 
bot ee oe. ee —the major cause of freight train delays. 

® . 

TIMKEN® bearings are 
. ” 4 

designed to roll the load ee 
As you see here, all lines drawn coincident with the — «< Lo 

working surfaces of a Timken bearing meet at a com- | 
mon point on the bearing axis. This means Timken 
bearings are designed to give true rolling motion. a7. 
And, since they’re tapered they can take radial and ii ; 
thrust loads in any combination. : 

Want to learn more about 
7 . . aye 

Oe earings or jod Opportunities : 

pet ‘a a" ae Some of the engineering problems you'll face after 
i i) “en oe graduation will involve bearing applications. For help 
et 0 — in learning more about bearings, | 

TRADE-MARK REG. U. 5, PAT. OFF. \ 7 i a write for the 270-page General In- | _ oo 

TAPERED ROLLER BEARINGS \_...\ LN 9 formation Manual on Timken bear- eae 
ee fx I ne ings. And for information about the Ss - 
ve i excellent job opportunities at the ta 

— ~~ Timken Company, write for a copy CEN y 

: of “This Is Timken”. The Timken | @yyees 
Roller Bearing Company, Canton6, | _ | 

Ohio. ee 

NOT JUST A BALL © NOT JUST A ROLLER > THE TIMKEN TAPERED ROLLER c= 
< 

BEARING TAKES RADIAL a AND THRUST -@~ LOADS OR ANY COMBINATION We 
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a i It’s America’s lifeline, really—the power line 
de i that starts with steam and brings heat, light, 

ee and energy to the nation’s factories, farms, 
eens = homes and stores. Paralleling that line is the 

Rl re line of cost, which America’s Utilities have 
. A y striven mightily to reduce over the years. Even 

he _ ale today, with vast increases in the cost of all 
ao a INNS 2 InCrses i 

f 1 SAW the things America’s privately owned electric 
7 at SNR ty companies must buy, the cost of electricity 

Re ah AUS < 2 _ 

aria | \y a TRNGENIO has not increased in proportion. 
a \) i a ~ RN ly Since 1881, when Thomas A. Edison opened 
fm i, i ae LESSER the nation’s first electric generating station, 
re Oe 1 CHAAR 8 B&W, who supplied his boilers, has pursued 
Ves BRASS sn a fruitful, continuin, 
re ae 4 ORS > inuing search for better and 

, , Pe ye / URE Uh better ways to generate steam and to harness 
i a t TR ‘ Vos | i ~ RSE more and more usable energy from fuel 
ho we a RRR consumed. 
Ce. es ay. RRRRUNRA NS AA TRANS SNL RR . eo & 

Vier S| ) oe STR | Economical, dependable service is the watch- 

ming Se word of America’s Electric Companies. The 
fa 2 aot mS POR : : s 

| ailing dane, And to help inuee that ele 
CHS | is being done. And to help insure that elec- q <<) aa Ht HHA TET NRT RS eae : ‘ . * Wa at OH tricity will remain America’s best bargain, 

Lo “ a PHS i i i ~ y va Ee ae a ed B&W Research and Engineering dedicates 

a Ee cp acloide,,.  ™eM, money and machines to 
gh a eis s-— —continuing progress in steam 

: Ht i eS Pp: ie Coe rrr to A SH 
ae etree a eer Se d fuel hn 
ny = Se) and fuel technology. | 
ri 4 pMERICA “x33” | 
ahs Ne ! ° 

ee ‘ANT u 
cae port a 

THE MBe iii a IE to Fens | BABCOCK | & 
EOnOa . _~ 

a de OK) / Ww COX hea 
S a Ue a & (fs Be BOILER 

6-651 oo RTO ee {___ DIVISION 
ne a 

& esoranesss mais | 

os all: (RE aoe See Bo RRR ee i ee 
os: Sas : “Ih 2a area ei vy | ay Si ¥ ee = 
oo Bl Dl “PELE RG) Fttee |) en 

ae Se rs™”—“=EEOO ew : gems tm s—(<‘i<it 1 ae Qc. |. |. Homecoming Fans 
ss ae LS Tron ocroaCc  =—s— 

ee a = PM TRAE ERA HEIKO 

= ad 5 el ee 
ES. s—ses—sS . 

4 “ 4 4 eS Sto d 
so Meee cr Pit en 

oa wap ...f0r Q See O 
" Po ee Vur 

Po 
; j Ses hl Pon pa pn a i. i. . 

a precision-minded | Fine Line of 
\ BL ee ‘ . SUR ees ee en ee . w_et ; ye Fall and Winter 

. Perk CoE ee Oe 
yee ie a ee ee — 

3 ice ae : PG Gua ears oe eae eo aoe. | 
a. ade ’ BE pe ee ES Wearing Apparel 

oR - a for 
During the past century Brown & Sharpe Machinists’ | 

* Tools have raised the accuracy of production standards the world over... ee Men and Women 

made them increasingly easier to mcintain. From such Brown & Sharpe . 

“firsts” as the micrometer, vernier caliper, and automatic linear division ie : 

« ef precision rules have come a complete line of industrial small tools .. . LC 

% refined and developed by constant research. be FREEMAN SHOES 

i In addition, this fine line of quality products includes a ? 

4 Johansson Gage Blocks and Accessories, Electronic Measuring Equipment, a erlman 5 

Cutters, Permanent Magnet Chucks and other shop equipment. Write for - 

: catalog. Brown & Sharpe Mfg. Co., Providence 1, R. I. a Opposite 

Ss Pe | : . . 
ee Pe ee a .s 2. o.Umlmlrc Wisconsin General Hospital 
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says GERALD SMART yf 
Marquette University, BS—1948 va 7 

and now Supervisor of Plant Engineering, y 4) FCC 
Allis-Chalmers, Norwood, Ohio, Works ee 

*$ OST MEN graduating from college don’t have a course in 1948, I knew what I liked and seemed best 
clear idea of what they want to do. These indi- fitted to do. As a result, my entire time as a GTC stu- 

viduals are helped by Allis-Chalmers Graduate Train- dent was spent in the shops. 

wate Course te find the Heres — it be in design, “The 18 months spent in the foundry, erection floor 
Sales, engineering, research or manufacturing. and machine shop have all proved valuable background 

“My case is a little different, however. I started the for my present job. 

Secpil with all thee centered eI . nested 3 “As supervisor of plant engineering at the Norwood 
eed Cite “hee SV EaE Srl " ae Works, I am concerned with such problems as: Plant 

Chal tonal gur Teck 3 t940" very Aelpiu ie layout, material handling equipment and methods, new 
aimers men back in i construction, new production methods to be used in 

. . ildin rr if Te Served Apprenticeship build ig moto! 's, centri fugal pumps, and exrope 
drives, It’s an extremely interesting job. ve ‘ : . 

me their Ree et tin nie gone 2 ahaa patt. ike “From my experience, I’d say, whether you're a 
oh ue Ma MN TUN HME. AS ha only ae ind die freshman or a senior it will pay you to talk to an Allis- 
o eee ind ear; an Fee Baer | 1p cd « hat ln a Chalmers representative now. You can’t start plan- 
toa ad fie et atom Ut DL reatned what! wante ning your future too soon. And you can’t plan starting 

© do Aner praguauon. at a better place, because Allis-Chalmers builds so many 
“Then came the war and service in the Navy. After different products that you’ll find any type of engi- 

the war I finished school. By the time I started on the neering activity you could possibly want right here.” 

Facts You Should Know About the ALLIS-CHALMERS Graduate Training Course 
1. It’s well established, having been 4, He may choose the kind of power, in working out his training program. 
started in 1904. A large percentage of the processing, specialized equipment or in- . wo 
management group are graduates of the dustrial apparatus with which he will 6+ The program has as its objective the 

course. work, such as: steam or hydraulic, turbo- Tight job for the right man. As he gets ex- 
. generators, circuit breakers, unit substa- _PeTience in different training locations he 

2. The course offers a maximum of 24 tions, transformers, motors, control Can alter his course of training to match 
months’ training. Length and type of pumps, kilns, coolers, rod and ball mills, Changing interests. training is individually planned. i i ifi in- me p Sate tae eee rectifiers) i” For information watch for the Allis- 
3. The graduate engineer may choose the ite fon, ; tT S, grain mills, Chalmers representative visiting your 
kind of work he wants to do: design, en- SHLERS; ete: campus, or call an Allis-Chalmers district 
gineering, research, production, sales, 5. He will have individual attention and office, or write Graduate Training Sec- 
erection, service, etc. guidance of experienced, helpful superiors tion, Allis-Chalmers, Milwaukee 1, Wisc. 

| ae ae Sa ee ee eee ee oa ee 4 | et ee Ti, a is lll 

aA i dn) aig te 

c— ren ye - 

oo eC J iit 
Steam turbines, condensers, transformers, switchgear, Motors, control, Texrope V-belt drives—all by Allis- 
regulators are built for electric power industry. Chalmers are used throughout industry. 

Texrope is an 
C-5678 A L L i S = ¢ I A L M E R S Allis-Chalmers trademark. 
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Think mind, making his mental vision clearer and his perspec- 

Panturce a8 tive outlook sharper. Third, his character will be 

“ontinued, from ‘page: 26) strengthened by this truer picture of himself for he 

penings in his local community, state, and federal gov- will begin to lose many of the qualms and fears that 

ermments. Certainly our ideal of a representative once beset him and left him prone to his own weak- 

democracy would be more closely approached, if every nesses. His strengthened will power will allow him to 

citizen took time out once in a while to make up his assume a more complete control over his thoughts and 

mind about his government. actions, and thus allow him to pursue his goals with 

Besides assisting a man in his business, social, and unity of purpose and undiminishing vigor. Finally, the 

political capacities, sound thinking can help him dis- knowledge that a man acquires of himself through self- 

cover and learn more about one of the most fascinating — reflection can often aid him immeasurably in discover- 

subjects he could study—namely, himself. Although it ing the real meaning of life itself. He may study nature, 

is very probable that he will never be able to “know its laws and its organization, but here in his own 

himself,” still the fruits of his inner search and exam- makeup he has the noblest product of creation—the 

ination may prove to be well worth the effort. By employer of nature, man. And by reflecting on the 

acquiring the habit of observing his own reactions to marvelous capabilities of human activity—art, litera- 

various situations and then making a valiant attempt ture, government, technology—he may begin to ask 

to “see himself as others see him,” he can reap many himself: From where? How? By whom? And for what 

useful lessons. First, his self-examination will gradually purpose is all this? 

dissolve the hard shell of self-esteem and vanity that Constructive thinking is not easy, and the ability of 

surrounds him. When he realizes that basically he is proficiently applying it to the problems of living is 

not so different from his fellow men, and that for every something that would seem to come only after many 

undesirable or annoying trait that he can find in his years of tireless effort. But the ability of human beings 

neighbor, one or more can be found in him, he will to think and reason is such a valuable gift that it 

find it increasingly easier to get along with others, to should not be wasted. When I consider the far reaching 

understand them, and in tum to be understood by — effects that sound thinking can bring about in the life 

them. Second, the certain degree of humility that he of almost every human being and the human race in 

will acquire from this introspection will help lift the general, I wonder why there are not more signs 

veil of prejudice, conceit, and doubt that covers his reminding all mankind to “Think.” END 

R » pe NE aE SS | 
ee aaa Ne = d 

oS ye i | . eae ome | , a > | Radio and Television 
_ ee aay a | H & y LE 
pee a ‘3 eee t | . 

ee Me ig () Sales and Service 
ee Te | se. , | 
a Q C aac | 

ee Ney reat WA | <=> 
a a os Py YN, 
aa | “a UY ST a 

eg a aaa | 
Re a % By . , 

Y wv | Madison's Oldest 
ee d's | 

ae ie : ° ! Television Dealer 

eet ie a. Lf l Li 
Ger eee ooo | 

wy Po ae | —<—"* 

WE er ag . 
em. 2 A Key to K&E Leadership | 
NW Vo y . . ".. | | 720-724 University Ave. 
x Wa Projects created by engineers, architects, designers, scientists | 

Ee ao” start with drawings ... on tracing paper. Modern needs offered | Dial 5-7294 

Se i a difficult challenge . . . to produce a tracing paper combining 

~ permanent strength, permanent transparency and the ideal draw- | 

ing surface. Albanene®, the acknowledged leader of quality | 

papers, has achieved this. Guay is one of the keys to K&E’s | <1 

eighty-seven years of leadership in drafting, reproduction, 
survéying and optical tooling equipment and materials, in slide | 

rules and measuring tapes. Remember, there is no substitute 
f i 5 

KEUFFEL & ESSER CO. | or experience 
New York * Hoboken, N. J. | 

Chicago © St.Lovis © Detroit © San Francisco * Los Angeles * Montreal =| fo 
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ee [_ Ey 

ee I gf 

a ett | 39 CHALLENGES a aa 
_ i e- — 5= Lee ‘ | 

oe wns a dG UNLIMITED le >) aa | a : It . ee AN 
po ad eee Ne 

| iw 4 ; 
eK Pm es T= challenges and problems for the 1 “s 

engineer in the automatic control 
wees OE emy:~—Csfeld are unique in their variety and in 2-7-2 

OES C_C(C‘ithe: ‘insight provided into all of the [3D [Lutes | ce 
ee , " | industries of today’s modern world. 5 gee ed ‘ ‘ 
— ae The development and manufacture |§@ | | |= | 2 / 
coe - | of tiny transistors for electronic control (i al —_— | 

|... the design and construction of = grasa" P| 
: | giant control valves for oil refineries LE “a pe , 

| toe ... the challenge of finding fish with [|| , Wee | (| — 
: ee is underwater sonar . . . of providing auto- mW 2 

: i “i matic flight for supersonic jets... xe ie. || | 2 
: 3 ye “| temperature controlsfortoday’smodern fh jggggqagge VG if Se 
: .. & 2. : home . . . for atomic piles... aa ad aaa od 

: a a" yh 2 | These are a few of the fields in which z| me; eo _ P| ] | a 
( | Honeywell’s several divisions are en- ete end le oral 

— oe 4 3 iy 2 4 gaged, providing automatic controls , 
Seen eeter eee nce ene for industry and the home. E 
aa These controls are made possible by 

ae sur oe ag go : : we 4 : : 
ee cog ae | the creative imagination of highly 

og dyed ae ot trained engineers working with the IN HOMES : ip 
28 ee a Map = very latest research and test facilities. 4 ie il 

Rls Lc AY wp ae voici 7 ck yD a 
eC Ve | With nine separate divisions located i in 4 2 

ow Hie ar throughout the United States and with ~ oe Le sa 
- lie ea factories in Canada, England and fe | ee ei a 
a Las NE Europe, Honeywell offers unlimited fay 4 ee 
ae a opportunities in a variety of challeng- | geuagerees { 

ieee LT a ing fields. Based on diversification and a + [ 
eee geese, = \ balance between normal industry and é , | ¥ 4 

eee \@ defense activities, Honeywell will con- - “a Se eee a 
i j 7 i d d b wha . ROEM wae” | : a ey "Ay tinue to grow and expand because pag a nn 

entice al en automatic control is so important to = ee 
eerie se a. the world’s progress. And automatic tis 
oe gg eT | control is Honeywell’s business. 

That is why we are always looking ~ 
Ue e~=SC« for men with ideas and imagination ey papery (| and the ambition to grow with us. geeeecccccccccccccccscoscsecccccoossees 

: ee | In addition to full time engineering : 3 

oo | and research employment we offer a $ MinNEAPOLIS-HONEYWELL 3 
_ =. Cooperative Work Study program, a $ Recutaror Co. ; / : 

. 47r. Summer Student Work Snidy progsm $ Personnel Dept.,Minneapolis8,Minn. § 
' . Ais SG and Graduate Fellowships. If you are 3 Gentlemen: Please send me jour 3 

a PR) interested in a carcer in a vital, varied booklet, “Emphasis on Research”, $ 
as Py \\ \s c an for inf Y> cour $ which tells more about engineering § 
= Mo PON for more information. 3 opportunities at Honeywell. 3 

es ae 3 : . a ee ea $ 3 
4 ‘ ) * ° : 

oe i " 1 a \ B MINNEAPOLIS : Name __..--~----~---------------- $ ‘OP ees Honeywell | 2 8 E 2 n e : MDGS sccsccres cre meee seers : 
a — | - - s $ 

. — i oe ° e 

MOMEYHELL e e 

: : 
g Zone_.---------- State..------------ $ 

Divisions: Appliance, Aeronautical, Commercial, Heating Controls, Industrial, < s 

Marine, Micro Switch, Ordnance, Valve. Gddseccecssevecescescacsccesescesoccess 
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1 HEAT CONDUCTION TEXT WRITTEN Engine- gine-Ears BY UW PROFESSOR 
(Continued from page 13) . 

C | . . . . Madison, Wis.—A volume which 
omp ete ships aie and en a will be of special help to the indi- 

Sips: Odile “ll te i ents at vidual interested in the theory of 
the womnkee colleges throughout heat conduction, but without great 

. . akon that f the civil mathematical preparation for the 

Engineering ee, wee aenly Ob Uae ely) subject, became available to the 
engineering readers will apply sublic May 28 
themselves to their studies and be | meee 
among the future members of Chi “Heat Conduction,” published 

B lk | Epsilon. by the University of Wisconsin 

OOKS | * Press, is aimed especially at read- 

ers in this category. gory 
TRIANGLE 

Triangle, a fraternity of archi- _ 28 this end,” the ‘preface notes, 

and tects and engineers, was founded vow | ae ot th pinblenss hen 
in 1907 to help men planning to hee . ie oe us ie heeu 
enter the engineering and_archi- snes ‘ ess stress has neem, 

S li f iI tectural fields to get a greater P aoe on purely mathematical 

upplies ror a reward from their years at school. derivations . . . 
| Since its installation in 1913, the The book, written jointly by 

| Wisconsin Chapter has been try- UW. Emeritus Prof. of Physics 
| ing to do just that. Along these Leonard BR. Ingersoll; Otto J. 

your Courses lines numerous extracurricular ac- Zobel, Bell Telephone  Labora- 
tivities are included in this semes- tories, Inc., N. Y.; and Alfred C. 

SO Ps ciel ie sid i Ingersoll, California Institute of 

the L il “ ae aT vo he Technology, has a second purpose 
volleyball, basketball, — bowling, ; & ge on 
and tennis teams ready for their —that of being of practical use 

_ . _. _ contests in interfraternity play to engineers, geologists, and geog- 
2S a i ee ntest: rfraternity play. sashes 

oe ats : With regard to the social side of TADPEES 

vA) | i cee vi : our school life, we have just had Say the authors: 

cm a ee a successful party after the Mar- “ae ; 

( 4 quette game. It was a jubilant The geologist and geographer 
‘ i wa \ bitch. of fellows who celebrated are interested in a new tool which 

ey am, : ‘ : . will help them in explaining many 
‘a i PEN Be the Badgers’ rousing victory. Look- . ; 
ee SZ Le : e ing at the more serious aspect of thermal phenomena and in estab- 

2 1 So, ESS college life, the fraternity now has lishing certain time scales. The en 

a? eS i seven men on the staff of the Wis-  gineer . . . has developed many 
X Oe - consin Engineer, and many more useful tables and curves for the 

—— = << ire are members of the various en- solution of more general cases and 

gineering societies. is interested in finding still other 

“Oscar,” the iron man of Tri- methods of attack.” 

_ on ease goons A feature of particular impor- 

Si gue ll 1 - # 1 ed tance to those whose interests are 
Since we allowe ar treasure . “a. 

Th | “Blarney Stone” = benatalen again largely on the practical side is the 

e we thought a double guard would discussion of auxiliary graphical 
bé im order. and other approximation methods 

University Toward this end we acquired a by which many practical heat con- 

| new mascot. a “curbstone setter” duction problems may be solved 

C | whom we named “Tringle.” All with only the simplest mathe- 
o-Oop members of ‘Triangle sincerely matics. 

hope that since this “ferocious Successor to an Ingersoll-Zobel 

Uni ity A beast” has taken up residence at text of some years ago, “Heat Con- 

1325 niversity ve. our house, further raids of this sort duction” is available over the na- 

(by members of the Marquette tion’s book counters at $5 per copy. 

Chapter) will be discouraged. END 
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Seen err eer ae <2 
~~ i i i- | 

4 CT : 

Pie ia?) ie STILLS 
all Bee RS 

mo ee TE es ET Se allabie Lanoratory Alas 
ay ee Oe LEE ENS | 
ei OR i i | 
| ail OB | __ ‘fe. ._—— Some stills in oil refineries are gigantic 
e7 | bs tie Fee pode ___ devices which process 30,000 barrels of 
let ae ir i | IY “<_.._ petroleum a day. Others are so small—and 
os Ics een | 7 4 - iS a % so exact—that they may take more than a | 
| Lee Wee eo We | _ week to distill five ounces of liquid. 

. |, | ith if al i hs — Scientists at Standard Oil’s Whiting 
_ i. 5 ey . A ok | laboratories now are working with eight 

-— |. ae a new miniature stills so precise they are 
FF re CC ee considered the finest of their type in the 

is — a er | world. These stills, installed last year, are 
-_ -—=—se used to study liquids produced during re- 

search on such things as aviation gasoline, 
: synthetic lubricants and detergents, plas- 

tics and plasticizers, and petrochemicals. 

Laboratory men often work with only an 
A laboratory assistant (above) takes a fraction from one of the ounce of liquid which may be made up of 
new miniature stills at Standard Oil’s Whiting laboratories. The . . 
small charge in the large bottle (below) can be separated into 60 hundreds of different chemical compounds. 
fractions in these exact stills. Technicians usually wind up with individ- 

ual “fractions” of about 1/50 of an ounce 

bam CY to be examined with mass and infra-red ea. spectrometers, chromatography and other 

Po - * ‘2 a8 i . aids. 2 _ y | a sy Another new research still at Standard 

6 Oil’s Whiting laboratories has a packed 
— .  . Pp 

ee 7 ~~. |) column one inch in diameter and 16 feet 
de _ fe ‘ high. It is probably the most efficient 

: Ph <i of .. packed column ever built. 

4 el is i Such precise up-to-the-minute labora- 
a sl tory equipment helps Standard Oil scien- 
_ , tists in their never-ending search for new 

oo ie and better products. And it offers young 

| : _ = technical men the assurance that Standard 
. a Oil is a sound, progressive place to build 

_ 2 SS _ a scientific career. 

PF ee ae a 
i eh My. a ~“ sr eee 

i oe eee meee = Standard Oil Company 
Pe eee, | ; es — a ie — | 910 South Michigan Avenue, Chicago 80, Illinois 

es. a oo  . E ee » .” Sf 
Sg Se ee ee = 
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| To the graduati i : i o the graduatiitg --naineer 

td EH 3 h pes ep who wants . 
oe e e ne | first job to be the <ight one 

HI 
(I) The temptation is great to take the first job that comes 
iT) along. Especially when the salary looks so big after 
ne scrimping to make ends meet through 4 or more years of 

iT college. But, it’s a mistake not to weigh that “first job” 

: KD decision carefully. Because, like in most everything else, 

=n Ki) A getting the right start is mighty important. 
jer \ . i = 

. md SS nA >. lJ We believe you will do well to consider taking your 
} e WwW a WY bc i) Le first job with Collins Radio Company, and we'll tell you 

4 if AGN Ss WS ag) iT why. First of all, Collins is a large company that is 
2X = (py A Bl it \ continuins to grow a J expand rapidly. Because it is 

a ae) <p a big c ,» and one of the leaders in the field 

e h ad {| of electronics, with research and manufacturing plants 
Ni ' ai P in -dar Rapids, Iowa, Dallas, Texas, and Burbank, 

y aa, S Dg 1 California, present opportunities are great. And, because 
; eC CFG | Collins is a company that is expanding rapidly, 

US — —= future opportunities are unlimited. WS = <> PL 

de. na Collins can offer you that salary that looks so big 
a rT plus the kind of a job that is stimulating and satisfying 

\ a Ss | a> and prepares you well for a future limited only by your 
HE? own abilities. Your engineering career at Collins eng ‘6 

‘ - Wp will put you in the forefront of advanced research 
\ aoa f VS, in the field of electronics for the aviation broadcasting 

\ l Vi S VV and telecasting industries. 

} i i For example, Collins new engineering and research 
ZS Ci / iy aac 8 : oF ° 
= Gy) building in Cedar Rapids, lowa, covers more than 

FF ce ) ~ 100,000 square feet of floor space. One of the finest, 

E age i ‘ NN i most completely equipped engincering-research 
J ‘ fi; : FE pletely equipp g S 

“4 i one” Ne, V il i laboratories in the country. Other research and 

q i i A . a e/ . ; t engineering plants are located in Dallas and Burbank. 

Soa X Vall We -) EFS) ‘ We If you are graduating in Mechanical or Electrical 
AYR res /] y' g g 

” aN} RF (ZI) | ry engineering, contact the engineering placement office 
Y h eT | ~ andinterviawe with Collins d Vi ses i { for an interview with Collins. 

( ' (ice aes : (Interviews will be held on campus on Wed., Nov. 3) 

Cue ! 
os SS 

a a VN 
HH te Ee 

nn | Ay COLLINS RADIO CO. 2mmmH 
}HH4+++-—— i 

ar ee ae ag Cedar Rapids, lowa i 
—ly se _— Lenten —_——— ay 

el 97 261 Madison Ave., NEW YORK 16 

C | OT 2700 W. Olive Ave., BURBANK 
VN A 1930 Hi-Line Drive, DALLAS 2 

ae a 

LES \/ COLLINS RADIO COMPANY OF CANADA, LTD., 
eZ ae 74 Sparks St., OTTAWA, ONTARIO 

TK ? /\ LS — | = 

> W | il 
eo ry fe ut I AA. 1 

WA (ey) a 
CZ SS  ————— 
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WAX WORKS... dependent . . . cooperative, yet competitive. It strives 

Until a few decades ago, the principal users of wax 0 make more money, yet is always seeking ways to 
were the candlestick makers. Today’s diversified de- keep costs and prices down. . 
mands for wax put it in the class of modern industrial And, to further these aims, management relies on 
miracles. the constant flow of information available through 

Go into a super-market . . . see how wax works in America’s all-seeing, all-hearing and reporting Inter- 

the packaging and protection of milk and dairy prod- | Communications System. 
ucts, cereals, bake goods, frozen foods. Think of its THE AMERICAN INTER-COM SYSTEM... 

use in drug and cosmetic products . . . cups, crayons Lo, . 
and carbon paper . . . polishes, preservatives and Complete communication is the function, the unique 

paper matches . .. Ard the number of industrial ap- contribution of the American business press . . . a 
plications defies accurate calculation. great group of specially edited magazines devoted to 

the specialized work areas of men who want to man- 
TOO BIG FOR BEES... age better, research better, sell better, buy better. 

The ancients knew the physical properties of wax... 
and bees supplied the raw material. What then COMMUNICATION IS OUR BUSINESS . se 
spurred this century’s growth in production to more Many of the textbooks in which you are now studying 
than a half-million tons a year? the fundamentals of your specialty bear the McGraw- 

The answer lies partly in the petroleum industry’s Hill imprint. For McGraw-Hill is the world’s largest 
desire to find more profitable applications for one of publisher of scientific and technical works. 

its products ... partly in the desire of other industries After you leave school, you will want to keep 

to improve their processes and products. abreast of developments in your chosen profession. 
Then one of McGraw-Hill’s many business magazines 

AMERICA WORKS LIKE THAT... will provide current information that will help you 

Here, industry is paradoxical. It is independent, yet in your job, 

McGRAW-HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, INC. Sat 
A Ps 

, AT 
Gi) 330 WEST 42nd STREET, NEW YORK 36, N. Y. a) EES 

SY 
HEADQUARTERS FOR TECHNICAL AND BUSINESS INFORMATION re 
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. Hill Climbing Tests. The power of a car may be ex- Automobile Tests ae Sen acok an oer Came aif 
pressed in various ways; one is to give it in terms of 

(Continued from page 25) its hill climbing ability. In these tests the car starts at 

: : the bottom of the hill with a speed of 10 mph. The 

pee ee il the room a = out — accelerator is then pushed to the floor and held there 

or wo eacgne Ou pS MOURNE’ MSICE the car in the until the top of the hill is reached. The speed of the 
position normally occupied by the dirver’s eyes. Light aye . 

” . an . ‘ 2 car indicates its power. To understand how well an 
rays spread out in all directions showing on the grid- : : . 

° ig eed : ‘i engine stands up under the laboring load of full throttle 
work screen what is visible to the eyes of the driver. . | 5 . 

, operation on long continuous hills, a mechanical moun- 

tain is used. This is a vehicle equipped with a special 

Comfort Tests electric brake which can be adjusted to impose any 

Tests which indicate the degree of comfort to the amount of drag on a towing car. 
driver and occupants of a car follow. » . . 

: Compression Test. The power of a car can be ex- 

Center of Gravity Test. The location of the center of pressed in terms of its compression ratio, which is a 
a car affects its riding qualities and ease of steering. ratio of the volume of the fuel charge before and after 

The center of gravity = found by using physical laws compression. To determine the volume of a cylinder 

—— S Galileo. The CaF is ae on “i large coated with carbon, a special device is used. A fitting 

swing and the swing: isiset In mobon. photo-electric i. screwed into the spark plug hole and an air hose 
cell hooked up to an electronic-stop watch, called a : . : : : 
“n * z 3 . furnished with a whistle is connected to it. When the 
Chronograph”, automatically times the rhythm of Se, 3 5 sep 

: mn 4 ° engine is operated on the other cylinders, air is forced 
swing. The same procedure is repeated on a smaller i . : : 

. : seis . ; through the whistle and its tone is converted into a 
swing. Data from these tests indicate the location of . : _ — 

. os . — . visual pattern on an oscilloscope. The pattern indicates 
the center of gravity above the floor of the swing which 1 1 fe lind 

is assumed to be the floor of the road. the VONIME-OF The CyMHOEN: 

Wheel Turning Test. The steering ease of a car is Fuel Test. An engine must have good high-octane 

tested by driving the car along a tortuous curving path fuel to develop its full power. The octane rating of the 
painted on the skid pad. A special steering wheel is fuel also has an important bearing in determining the 
used, mounted on the regular one. A dial on the special exact instant at which the spark plug should fire. To 
tearing sel registers in ft.-lbs 5 determine what the spark timing should be for a given steering wheel registers in ft.-lbs. the amount of effort P 8 
that is exerted in guiding the car. fuel, a car is used in which the ignition system can be 

< 3 . Be sat gn ‘ controlled from inside. When the driver pushes the 
Sound and Vibration Tests. Sensitive microphones, 5 : 

. . ; . accelerator down to the floor-board for maximum pick- 
magnetic-tape recorders, oscillographs and_ vibration : : “Ae aaee 3 
eae . gs up, a test engineer adjusts the spark timing until the 
indicators are used to track down annoying vibration Se : ns : 

. . _ . engine is the quietest. That setting is then best for the 
or noise to their source. For example, in one test, a car ¢ 
. ils oa fuel used. 
is towed with its rear wheels off the ground, so that 

microphones can pick up road noises from the front Endurance Test 
wheels only and transmit them to recording apparatus Periodically, a group of cars is taken on an almost 

in a following car. continuous 25,000 mile durability run. They are all 
Dimension Test. There are many body dimensions of — driven the same number of miles over each of the roads 

a car which are important from the standpoint of pas- at the proving ground. Only at meal time, or for an in- 
senger comfort. The horizontal dimensions are meas- frequent stop for gas, does the car come to a halt for a 
ured with a telescope mounted on a horizontal rail. A brief respite. Special fuel pumps print on a card the 

point is sighted on a car placed parallel to the rail, and exact quantity of fuel delivered so that an accurate 
the telescope is then moved to a second position. A record is kept of fuel consumption. At the end of the 
dial on the telescope shows precisely how far the tele- test, each car is taken into a garage and dissembled. 

scope was moved. For height measurements a hydro- The hundreds of parts are tagged and laid out on long 

gage is used which works on the principle that liquids _ tables. Then, company engineers come to see how their 

seek their own level. One end of a rubber hose con- products stood up under actual operating conditions. 

taining liquid can be moved to any height position on With a complete case history on each car, engineers 

the car. The other end of the hose is connected to a are given a preview of the mechanical condition of a 
glass tube mounted on a wall. The level of the liquid car after about two years of service by the average 

in the tube and a scale alongside the tube indicate owner. This advance knowledge assists the design engi- 

the height. neers in perfecting cars before they are delivered to 
customers. END 

Power Tests : 

To evaluate the power of a car the following tests The source of this material is, “The Big Road Test,” a General 

are conducted. Motors publication. 
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Se 1927 — pioneer airliner, Cocing 49A, 144 m.p.h. 

eR _ : : 
OE ee See | 
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1954 — America’s first jet transport, the Boeing Stratoliner, 550 m.p.h. 

° ° ° 
Two trail-blazing transports... both Boeings 

America’s pioneer transcontinental air- ing carcer, whether you are in civil, 10% 0% 0% 40% 50% 
line passenger plane, the 40A of 1927, mechanical, electrical or aeronautical en- 20+ | 

was a Boeing. ‘Today, America’s first jet gineering, or a related field. Bocing is 8+ | 
transport is another Boeing, the 707. expanding steadily, and employs more 10+ 3 

This quarter-century of commercial de- engineers today than even at the peak 5+ : 
gn oe is paralleled by see W orld W ar n Hocing also promotes Boeing engincers enjoy stable careers 
cies a lers iy Ge oa Fe ° rom within, and ba et ar merit re —46% having been with Bocing for 5 
hay a BS t ‘ ee rr ‘ oOCcIng views to give you individual recognition. years or more; 25% for 10,and 6% for 15. 

pet’ and B24 Jet bombers.oF today. At Boeing you'll find an unusual range Many engincers have been here 25 years, 
For 38 years Boeing engineers have of opportunity, from applied research to and 7 have been with Bocing for 30. 

blazed exciting new trails in design, re- production design, from work with new Boeing helps engineers continue their 
search and production. They Te blazing materials and techniques to contacts with graduate studies, and reimburses them 
them today in jet aircraft, guided mis- a cross-section of industry through the — for tuition expenses. 
siles, and research in supersonic flight company’s vast subcontracting program. 

and the application of nuclear power Boeing employs draftsmen and _ engi- For further Boeing career information, 
to aircraft. neering aides to handle much routine consult your! Plocement Offices sr writs: 

If such new-horizon engineering ap- _ work, thus freeing engineers for more JOHN C. SANDERS, Staff Engineer— Personnel 

peals to you, Boeing offers a reward- stimulating assignments. Boeing Airplane Company, Seattle 14, Wash. 

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON WICHITA, KANSAS. 
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Science Highlights SINGLE CHAMBER HEAT TREATING FURNACE 

(Continued from page 37) 

Each of these layers contains 

germanium mixed with a trace of 

gallium. They are separated by 

thicker regions of germanium con- —_— = / : 
taining minute amounts of an- oF : | 

timony. yO 7. - = by a — 
One section of the “gallium- f ae 7 : | _ 

does the work of the grid in a oo LJ tee .~ | |. 

vac . r Hi plai ye | i oe orl vacuum tube, Dr. Hall explained. | ae la i. he 

The “antimony-doped” layers take / L a - i — Se 
the place of the cathode and plate 7 - 7 | be: ia ae a Bee eae) 
" Osine over mag ee es sing the new method, several | D if oe | ge [ised 

thousand transistors can be pro- : et aE ee ae 
duced from each ingot. The method ‘s i. [ae : <n. ri i 2 

will improve transistor performance : : _ iz Za mt | | 
and is expected to cut production a 

costs. As a result, the new tech- _ 

nique may permit the use of tran- _  . 

sistors for the first time in televi- : — : _ 

sion sets. : - : _ 

Among disadvantages in the use : : 

of these tiny devices are their high 
cost and poor performance at high 

frequencies and at high tempera- A car-type heat treating furnace — nace from the rear through ducts 

tures. in which a modest one-story bunga- suspended from the ceiling. This 
Transistors are expected to make low could fit easily has been built — duct work distributes the heated 

possible the construction of equip- by the Westinghouse Electric Cor- air through various side openings 
ment ranging from tinier hearing poration. as it travels toward the front, as- 

aids to small-size “electric brain” The furnace will be used for the suring uniform heating throughout 

machines that now take up an en- stress relieving of large weldments. the charge space. 

tire room. Transistors as small as With a fully usable charge space To complete the cycle, air is 

grains of rise also are expected to 30-feet long, 18-feet wide and 16- — drawn out of the furnace through 
replace many vacuum tubes in tele- feet high, single or multiple parts two recirculating blowers having a 

phone, telegraph and other com- weighing up to 100 tons may be total circulating rate of 120,000 

munications equipment. treated at one time. cubic feet per minute. Duct work 

Other salient facts pointed out The furnace was designed for a then directs the air flow upward to 
by Dr. Hall: maximum operating temperature the combustion chamber and 

“Trangistorg Ave expected to have of 1600 degrees F. but stress re- thence into the furnace chamber 
a life expectancy at least 10 times lieving will be performed at ap- again. Each recirculating fan is 
that of tubes. proximately 1175 degrees F. powered by a 50 hp. motor. 

Transistors can operate on about The front door of the furnace, This method of firing and the 

one-millionth of a watt, but tubes as well as the floor, rides on 20 car use of internal duct work prevent 
require much higher power, about | wheels on four parallel railroad hot spots within the charge space 

one watt, simply to heat the fila- type tracks. and eliminate the need for over- 

ment to the proper temperature. Near the top and behind the fur- head space above the furnace roof. 

Tubes are complicated devices nace chamber itself, a refractory- A program control is provided 

of glass and wire, while transistors lined combustion chamber is to automatically regulate the cycle 

require only a chip of germanium mounted into which four burners — of heat-up, soak and cool-back to 

about 40-thousandths of an inch — with a rating of 7 million Btu’s per handling temperatures. A damper 
square, insulating material and 3 hour will fire. control is provided so that outside 

wires. Transistors can withstand The air passing through the com- air can be admitted close to the 
shocks many times greater than bustion chamber is heated by the — blowers to hasten cooling near the 

those that shatter vacuum tubes. burning of gas, and enters the fur- end of the cooling cycle. END 
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WHEN FLOODS COME, the threat to health from polluted waters is minimized by using pine oil disinfectants in clean-up operations. Pine 
oil disinfectants have long been recognized for their high germicidal action and good cleansing qualities. Economical to use, and possessing 
a pleasant fragrance, disinfectants, cleaning compounds, and soaps made with Hercules® Pine Oil are widely used in industry and the home. 

Most businesses are helped 
ye ...10 “RECOVER” MINERALS Pr halal ee) ST Tey 

today by Hercules’ business 4! ae. CO Uhlhr—7Z 
..the production ofsynthetic J a oe ee fa Se Oe. CU e 

. . eee f . wrens See a 4 Pp ts caf a a n 

resins, cellulose products, chemical Oe ee rt -* @ ie %, 
. : a. et! fee Bes” jresumieienitot sc, Milas cotton, terpene chemicals, rosin and be 7 4 Be ae 5 oo po . 

rosin derivatives, chlorinated prod- ee ee Ay sae We. eo, ae 
‘ . eh oo 7 m es % ie ger i 

ucts, and many other chemical (fig a . wey ee OE 8) s aes 
processing materials—as well as ex- 3 aes a Aa  < ri ° 
losives. Through close cooperative Bess" aa 2 ft 

P oo, ee B THE FLOTATION PROCESS is used extensively | aoe ee 
research withitscustomers, Hercules in industry to separate fine particles of valu- ee a 
has helped improve the processing able minerals, ranging from coal to gold, from _ i | 4 

"i i . less useful materials by floating to the sur- a 
or performance of many industrial face and removing in a froth formed by air 4 (eee 
and or produc bubbles. Hercules flotation agents, Yarmor® ioe en? 
and consumer products. Pine Oil, Rosin Amine D Acetate, and others, : 2 serve as {rothers or collectors in this job, DESIGNED TO PROTECT industrial equijsaent, 

from the time it leaves the factory, lacquer 
is outstanding. When necessary, re-linishing 
can be done quickly and econémically he- 
cause of lacquer’s fast-drying, fast-taping 

ay 2 HERCULES POWDER COMPANY properties. As a major supplier of nitrocellu- 
somone lose to lacquer manufacturers, Hercules has 

Wilmington 99, Delaware available a wealth of technical information 
Sales Offices in Principal Cities on lacquer and its many uses. 

ose-9 
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WwW S P E Service Organization: American Legion, Garth I. Germond at Superior, 
ool ome Veterans’ of Foreign Wars, Red Cross, District Engineer since 1929, will 

(Continued from page 19) ete, > succeede ichard C. Clark 
Men’s Clubs: Local Churches and Tem- be fusoeatiad by iehay d c C M 

SPEAKERS’ BUREAU ples, University Clubs, Alumni Clubs. (W chapter) of La AEOSSS who 

. . . . Women’s Organizations; Woman’s Club, has served there as Assistant Dis- 

1. Function—Have a list of good League of Women Voters, Garden trict Engineer since Sept. 1926. 
interesting speakers who may be Clubs, ete. Staven A. Kosvaréle at Rhine- 

available to address civic organiza- School Organization: P.T.A. of each lander. District Ensinéet ince 

tions and other public mectings. School, Student Organizations. ance 7 oe 6 a 
. . Professional Organizations: Engineering, 1931, will turn over the post to his | 

2. How to find speakers in your Medical, Law, Accountants, Press. assistant, Henry Winat. 

chapter: In addition to chapter Chairman Harold L. Plummer, in 
officers and members known to you State Highway Commission — announcing the Commission’s des- 

as lively and interesting speakers, Officers ignations, reported that the assign- 
scan your chapter membership list . / . ments were on the basis of written 

with special consideration of the ‘The State Highway Commission and oral promotional examinations 
following groups: of Wisconsin today named its conducted by the Bureau of Per- 

Public Officials future District. Engineers for five sonnel and open to Commission 
Members of College Faculties of its iy districts to replace men engineers of grade IV or above 

Consulting Engineers who will retire this year. who hold Wisconsin registration as 
Industrial Engineers and Executives At Lancaster, where Thomas W. Professional Engineers. 

3. Make your speakers’ bureau Really ey chapter) mis best Dis District Engineer carries with it 
known . cnet Engineer since 1921, Elroy H. the civil service rank of Engineer 

THe, ae i seotes Hinkely (SW chapter) presently VI, with salary range (including 
Notify all local civic and profes- Assistant District Engineer, has cost-of-living bonus) of $8200 to 

sional organizations that you have jeen named for the post. $9900 ser ver 
available qualified speakers during 7 pee ber year. 
a ue “Week S 1 Hf, ee Thomas M. Reynolds (W_ chap- There are nine district offices in 

per a “e \ . Me . coscamen ter) at La Crosse who has been a the state, plus a Milwaukee Metro- 
§ a %* _ Maes i . * oo District Engineer longer than any politan District. No change is in- 

waen See heel ee i. other man in the state, will give up volved in the District Engineer 
a atl t shoul i ofewee UP the position he has held since Janu- positions at Madison, Green Bay, 

m ; ase vet toi eee 1 ary 1, 1920 to Vere L. Fiedler (SW and Wisconsin Rapids. 

° net Ores ° mele “ aL chapter) Assistant Engineer of The new assignments are the 

low ie rgemscaang n yene ae Maintenance, of Madison. second of this nature this year. On > list: ing list: William F. Baumgartner (NW _ July first, Wesley J. Burmeister 

Chamber of Commerce chapter) at Eau Claire, District © (SW chapter) was named District 

Civic Organization: Rotary, Lions, Ki- Engineer since 1925, will be re- Engineer out of Milwaukee and 
wanis, ctc. — + Aas, 1! “Pl awes i wh gece 

Fraternal Orsanization: Elks, Moose, placed by Edwin R. Holm (NW Edgar G. ane (M chapter) as 

Masonic Lodges, Knights of Colum- chapter), his Assistant District En- Milwaukee Metropolitan District 

Ioy.ceke, gineer since 1941. Engineer. END 
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Apparently no one told Archimedes he had filled his tub too 
full. The results were damp but—Eureka!—led to a great 
discovery . . . the Law of Specific Gravity. 

ARCHIMEDES Research today is a little different. At New Departure, 
for example, we have 28,000 square feet of floor space devoted 
to product engineering laboratories. Here, we determine 
fatigue and friction characteristics of materials . . . test 

D ISCOVERS THE bearings under actual operating conditions . . . develop new 
designs . . . study bearing lubrication . . . conduct hundreds 
of research experiments for specific customer installations. 

RU LE OF TU B v Such facilities are one of the many reasons why engineers 
and designers call on New Departure for assistance in ball 

i ications! — bearing applications! aN 

ta 

. oo 1 «pba @' A } 
ee or uk en | | 
. mmm | Research at New Neti gous tea _ Smee = —__C«*epparrture has been — || We JB eke a é J responsible for devel- ‘eel “S- 
2 es CCC pment of such devices aa——— Zr 
a e ly ) PI, TREE AE the Rockwell hard | ee Le sai - cb A ness tester and many ae ie _ 

a 12 |g | f= otinding and gauging Dice je ewe in ol 
: al ; ewe oer eauipment . . «such | WL. a Bs he 
Am Shanes asthe pre YC ry A ee ee loaded “angular Con | BALL , 0 _ 

ee Seam tact double row ball . lee 
‘em — ee Le bearing and the self- a _—=—« A  .,. =| 

I ae > —sCSCSC sealed, lubricated-for- = i ©:  #  #—_. 
q ed (me Sa 6 —siife ball bearing. NEW DEPARTURE + DIVISION OF GENERAL MOTORS + BRISTOL, CONNECTICUT 
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by I. R. Drops 

HOW TO STAY IN COLLEGE 10. Call attention to his writing. M E: “What did you do with my 

1. Bring the professor news- Produces and promotes an ex- _ shirt?” 

paper clippings dealings with his tremely pleasant feeling connected Wife: “I sent it to the laundry. 
subject. Demonstrates fiery inter- with you. If you know he’s written — Why? 
est and gives him timely items to a book, or an article, ask in class M E: “Ye gods, woman! A whole 

mention to the class. If you can’t if he wrote it. semester of thermo was on the 

find clippings dealing with his sub- If you want to study, in addition cuffs.” 
ject, bring in any clipping. He to the other things mentioned ¢ 2 

thinks everything deals with his above, it is up to you, and some- Marriage is an educational insti- 
subject. what controversial at that. tution in which a man loses his 

2. Look alert. Take notes eagerly. "es bachelor’s degree without acquir- 
If you look at your watch, don’t Drunk in phone booth: “Num- ing a master’s. 

stare at it  unbelievingly and ber, hell! I want my peanuts.” e a 8 

shake it. / 7s * “When my girl isn’t thirsty or 
3. Nod frequently, and murmer, | think that I shall never see hungry . . . she’s asleep.” 

How true.” To you, this seems 4 girl refuse a meal that’s free; < * * 
exaggerated, To him, it’s quite 4 girl with hungry eyes not fixed The ‘Bawmeer i @ erear “maze 
objective. ; Upon the drink that’s being mixed; vine”(?) EY AB) Be (BESS age 

{. Sit in front, near him. (Ap- — A girl who doesn’t like to wear The C il wwe gets all of the “f » 
plies only if you intend to stay A lot of junk to match her hair; 0) OMEBE BES all OF the “tame. 

awake). If youre going to all the But girls are loved by guys like me : . s 
trouble of making him aware of — ’Cause I don’t like to kiss a tree. The: printer gets most of ithe 

you, you might as well give a good a oe 4 money, 
i i oe a The staff gets all of the blame. 

impression, especially if you are in 
. ; . An enemy, I know, to all es 

a large class. . . * 
_ a Is wicked, wicked alcohol. “ . . 
5. Laugh at his jokes. You can She: “My dad is an engineer. He 

: ; : - The Good Book, though, com- . 
tell. If he looks like he is smiling, manded me takes things apart to see why they 
and he looks up from his notes, he To learn to love my enemy won't go.” 
has told a joke. , He: “So what?” 

ft * * * “ > ” 
6. Ask for outside reading. You She: “You'd better go. 

don’t have to read it, just ask. Then there was the Chemical aS 8 f 

7. If you must sleep, arrange to Engineer who died from drinking . . 

be called at the end of the hour. shellac. The boys all agreed that D. U.: Hey, don’t spit on the 
: , on floor. 

It creates an unfavorable impres- he had a fine finish. we ‘ 5 
veces of ‘ 4 Pledge: ‘Smatter, does it leak? 

sion if the rest of the class has left a 9 8 

ain you sit there alone, dozing. A ‘local preacher hasvecently an- ; = . , ; 

8. Be sure the book you read oa One instructor's philosophy: 
j a nounced that there are 726 sins. a. . . 

during the lecture looks like the j ‘ i ‘ “Why be difficult when with a little 
book f tl 1 If 1 He is being besieged with re- f be i ble?” 

0k fr > class. y ; offor' . oP 
as r . - itr ‘, . ah 4 ® quests for the list, mostly from ILS ettort “you: can. he: impossise 
math in chemistry class match the students who think they are miss- oe 8 

books for size and color. : hi . . 
é Ge weney a Baca / ing something. A quartet is where all four think 
9. Ask any questions you can 1 1 h . 

think of which he might be able see the other three cant sing. 

to answer. Conversely, avoid an- Student: “Could you help me = 2% 
nouncing that you have found the — with this problem?” Senior: “Gee, but I'm thirsty.” 
answer to a question he couldn’t Professor: “I could, but I don’t Freshman: “Wait a minute, I'll 

answer, and in your younger — think it would be quite right.” get you some water.” 
brother’s second grade reader, at Student: “Well, take a shot at it Senior: “I said I’m thirsty not 

that. anyway.” dirty.” 
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WITH THRIFTICHECK! 

A thrifticheck checking account can be 

opened with any amount. No minimum bal- 

ance is required. You pay only a few cents 

per check, in books of 20 checks, with your 

name printed on each. There is no charge 

for deposits or statements, no monthly serv- 

ice charge. No added charges of any kind. 

First Nationaloagege aes 
905 UNIVERSITY AVENUE 

Member Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation 
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Here are ten typical fastening problems. One device, the A Tes of problems 

ELASTIC STOP nut, solves them all—without additional parts 
or operations. Deliberately undersized in relation to bolt diameter, 
the red elastic collar grips the bolt with a perfect fit, exerting 

a continuing self-locking pressure against the threads, and . 

holding the nut securely in place at any point on the bolt. It also _——— 
provides a tight seal against the bolt threads, which prevents gO 

seepage and wear-producing axial play. And because the bolt threads ee 

are protected against moisture from without, the nuts are —— 
not “frozen” to the bolt by corrosion. ee 

ELASTIC STOP nuts stay tight, right where you put them, in spite of ee 

vibration and stress reversals, Yet they are not jammed in place, and can be ee 
removed with a wrench and reused many times. 

For further information on ESNA self-locking fasteners, 
mail the coupon below. 

‘ me — a Se Aa of fm ms | 
- rrr i r—“‘COCOCOCOC*CSS. _ 

_ TIGHTENED = {]_ [i] ee 2 
AGAINST a= Wnost see (ince = ee 

SC ecg Wherever 0 Viper 1 ane pletive Fie 

_ THEWORK (| [SS } tion erimpact proof S==8 min subeced Yo setng of mui e bald 
[IL] pelted connection is © == vibration in transit ——semblios. . .. adjusted by prow 
ter = desired eS roperation. —=—_—Cslatorminoe  wrene ore so 
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Spring-mounted con- | On make-and-break | For bolted connections _—For rubber-insulated and 

BOLT rections or dynomic —edjustment studs requing. predetermined cushion mountings where 
boloncing, where mut where eecurate con- play. the nut ust mot work gp 
must stay put yet be tact gops are ro down. rr 

. easily adjusted. = ues rr r—( Css 

FF —————s—s—S 
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--1~l=_ 7-1-7 ghreede where. i iypeude where —ly -soadjustments for may ope fists: IEE Mies fo Seal 
Fa). cy lenkage past stud Ly ) brates hem from | (> (| 2 Bearing locke 

SPECIAL yy ~—SCtséthreaads Js necos- | | | corroding ele~ \\~ : J nuts where prew 
( t ay ZA A ments. ee ae Soduatmentis 

— sory r—SssS Pee ments APPLICATIONS A D—“( re 

ELASTIC STOP NUT CORPORATION OF AMERICA 
® 4 ESNA)) rrr cece 

es ! Dept. N40 _, Elastic Stop Nut Corporation of America 
Sei 2S | 2330 Vauxhall Road, Union, New Jerse: 

0 h y 
(bp a) I Please send the following free fastening information 
et 1 Elastic Stop nut bulletin [J Here is a drawing of our product. What self- 

Avy by 1 Rollpin bulletin locking fastener would you suggest? 

| Name Title 

TRADEMARK | 
Firm. — eS SSS 

| Street. ee 

1 City Zone __State____ 
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SMALLMAN Vv In 1888, the aluminum industry consisted of one company— 

located in an unimpressive little building on the east side of 

STREET Pittsburgh. It was called The Pittsburgh Reduction Company. & & pany 
The men of this company had real engineering abilities and 
viewed the work to be done with an imagineering eye. But 
they were much more than that. They were pioneers .. . 
Jeaders .. . men of vision. 

A lot has happened since 1888. The country... the 
company ... and the industry have grown up. Ten new 
territories have become states, for one thing. The total 

industry now employs more than 1,000,000 people— 

and the little outfit on Smallman Street? Well, it’s a lot 

bigger, too—and the name has been changed to Alcoa. 
ALUMINUM COMPANY OF AMERICA .. . but it’s still the 

leader—still the place for engineering “firsts”. 

A As you prepare to trade textbooks for a position in 
/ is ‘ industry, consider the advantages of joining a 

ie . dynamic company like Alcoa—for real job stabilit fa . y pany j y 
hiss y “Ss SN) and pleasant working conditions—where good 

ae : a s . men move up fast through their association with 

y ce ; = . \\ the recognized leaders in the aluminum industry. 

fid> Vi ERE SSS 
JT» Ui > se Sei 4] 
Hesss My SSS ; é 

Alsat i SSS wi NS NS : Pe 4isr aluminum office BOR s EUG TT) Oe Sy ew Ye 

building ESS ISSSSS33 ST a 
MESS 8 YY Igy ~~ > SS Race a ean Vy we Me jot ENS SOS Mea iy MUNA AAC an IEES 28 hy], Se Sa ial | at I eee (ECE), > Se aS ise < ‘ge ha Yi $y IS > ys 7) Ea) een a & 

gree WALLA! ee. Coy pees ior ome ESS RRS aie 
/ ReeS yy ORES So 
Lee Pe OO SSO SN, 

; Bese 7 1» WSS We have fine positions for college graduate 
. ~ ee, Le a | Re “~} eh Sel engineers—in our plants, sales offices and 
“ia s ie iy io ~~ SSS SN research laboratories from coast to coast. 
. ~~ & vy i) a mo NN Eye SBS These are positions of responsibility in 

me a | SS ETL TS i srvisi i . » ia Ie & Lae! — production supervision, plant and design 
>. = i , ‘A Sy * ei engineering, industrial research or sales 

Li : » tt ~< a Wty engineering. Right now it may be 
i yo : ~ SN a ] ~ quicker than you think from a seat in 

y 7 i ) 7 ow ~“ i oI the classroom to your career with 

le OT | ce <- - &\- Ay. Alcoa. Why not find out? 

fe Gi i) j ht 1; SI rok ‘ aS) Your Placement Director will be 
T/L! i ON UN rr. - ‘ 

. 4 ee i . ea” he lad to make an appointment for 
/ gi] i pe i yi co 1% 8 

, i | i al ; ~< CS ey sk. you with our personnel represent- 

~ i oo >< | yr. 2h >. ative. Or just send us an applica- ae << OS — » ie 
] (- a ay er St tion yourself. ALUMINUM 

] ‘ pe a PSL COMPANY OF AMERICA, 1825 
| Pole bt Fre. ' >, . 

/ ’ | SS SS —1r a 7) Alcoa Bldg., Pittsburgh 19, Pa. 

| iors d tf : ty... -& @' ae ee ne ae TU OP NUS ae eer 
; 4 y —— A Be 

i iis, | me oe a auminum company oF AMERICA 
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H) AUSTIN BUSH, inspecting stuffing [i ei 2 - oe 
Be box assembly on boiler feed pump. : pe re Vy ht 4 i ie 

Reports interesting project engineering assignments at Worthington 

“Despite its size as the leading manufacturer in its the engineering department where I have already been 

field,” says Austin Bush, “I have found Worthington pays _ assigned to several interesting projects. 

considerable attention to the interests of the individual. “In addition to the training program, the members of 

The company’s excellent training program consists of gy engineering department hold monthly seminars at 

several months of working with the various types of which engineering topics of general interest are discussed. 
equipment manufactured, augmented by technical lec- “ . 

| tures, and talks on the organization of the corporation. Opportunities for advancement are good, and pleasant 

“Following this training, I was given an opportunity to associates make Worthington a fine place to work. 

choose the department in which I wanted to work— When you’re thinking of a good job, think high—think 

engineering, sales, or manufacturing. My choice was Worthington. 

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION, sce your College Place- | WWOOEC © OE GIGS © GD aw 

ment Bureau or write to the Personnel and Training De- [ 

partment, Worthington Corporation, Harrison, New Jersey. VHS 
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Bi = PHOTOGRAPHY AT WORK—No. 10 in a Kodak Series 
FO | | 

eg 

a 

Cy e 

hotography A 
Lae al John Deere engineers, building a new beet har- 

ah, by vester, wanted spring-tooth disposal wheels with 

| | | ~ _ «! long life. High-speed movies showed the way. 

— a8 

too a OO _ i e The disposal wheels on the new John Deere beet 
le a harvester moved faster than the eye could see. 

a" So the engineers studied them in action, slowed 
and a ha rvester oe down by the high-speed motion picture camera, A 

a" small difference in design resulted in extra-long life 
Lot a stronger are z - for the spring teeth. 

~ Rl Slowing down fast action is but one way photog- 

ft t th Bs) Cy raphy helps product design and manufacture. With 
Sé 0 e€é / Fo A x-rays it searches out hidden faults in castings, welds, 

Dc. ag and assemblies. And by photographing cathode ray 
iy aay traces, it discloses the causes of improper operation. 

ay *, These are but a few of the ways photography saves 
a ee & time, reduces error, cuts costs and improves pro- 

le duction. 

‘aie Graduates in the physical sciences and in engineer- 
Pic 4 . > - . : 

Ct ed ing find photography an increasingly valuable tool 
cs in their new occupations. Its expanding use has also 

oy Oe created many challenging opportunities at Kodak, 
—“ especially in the development of large-scale chemi- 
+ a cal processes and the design of complex precision 

Sm, Be mechanical-electronic equipment. If you are inter- 
— - quip! ) 
CM a oa ested in these opportunities, write to Business & 
——. | Y. Technical Personnel Dept., Eastman Kodak Com- 
= ae Ca. pany, Rochester 4, N. Y. 

~~ pe a A “Y a >, ee Eastman Kodak Company 
eSB ae y Y b\ fe Rochester 4, N. Y. 
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oe ae eo <a C 
es ee Bh With the high-speed motion picture camera, John Decre Mo 

yee oo ae engineers took pictures of their spring-tooth wheels in a . 

ee <4", action at 3000 a second. Projected at the standard - 
= es Chg 16 frames a second, the motion was studied, slowed - CC 

i ed at down to almost 1/200 of its actual speed. y K / Re 

ey Pig er a ——lrlrtw~—O—r—C—“<(SeesCCi‘iws 
EO CO OS | ~=——r—“‘———————. CCV



| LOOKING AHEAD WITH GENERAL ELECTRIC | 

In the next 10 years 
e ° 

there will be more opportunity 
e e i o 

in the electrical industry 
e 

than in all the 75 years 
e e e ly e 

since Edison invented his lamp 

THREE quarters of a century after the : | i, ~~ 
beginning of the Age of Light, you might ia a 2 _ | Sa _ 

think that the Age of Opportunity in elec- 7 i lmrmrtCt oC 
tricity had pretty well ended. oe _ | ~ -_ / _. 

being developed tht at General Electric i | ry | we i“ . og 8 : 

we expect to produce more in the next ten Bee . 2 4 oe | 

years than in all the previous 75 years of es A q  . 
our existence. Electronics, home appli- 4 - os _ 

ances, the development of peacetime uses 24 = - 

for atomic energy—these are only some of — F jge™ : . 
the fields where great progress will be made. sa . . 

We know you will share in this progress @ : a % 

whatever your career. Perhaps you will Cd =~ ~~ / 
contribute to it. Thomas Edison invented his electric light at age 32. 

Progress ls Our Most Important Product
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